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ALHUQUEKQUE. NEAV .MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING, OCTIOllEH 10,

VOLUME 20

TRAVELING

AUDITOR

MYSTERIOUS

SAF-FO-RD

VOYAGE TO
HUNT DIAMOND

REFUTES THE FIELD
STATISTIC

EXPENSIVELY EQUIPPED VESSEL
HAS SAILED FOR UNKNOWN
REGIONS UNDER SEALED OR- DERS THAT ARE TO PUT THE
SOLITAIRE TRUST OUT OF BUSI- NESS.
.

CHARGES

He Investigates the McKinley County
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tion of Voters His Official Report is Here Published.

THESE WOULD

Attendance Large and Many

"Kou-l-noor-

r

fff

Nov.

102
136
180
125

"

Regent"
"Victoria"

"Tiffany
1 1
r

MINING

133,425.00

Nov. 12.

3,000.00

Nov. 28.

Check from general fund
1902

1,000.00

Jan.

4.
Refund by N. Montoya
By claim paid at
1901
Nov. 2.

249.37

follow:

Hilarto Sandoval . ,
$
300.55
C. Sandoval
249.37
C. M. Sandoval
155.97
Emeliano Sandoval
5.70
Leandro Sandoval
68.40
182.88
J. M. Sandoval
E. A. Miera
284.33
T. S. itubbell
23.75
W. H. Hahn
540.19
Knight & Newcomer
35.62
Ignaclo Gutierrez
;.
238.00
P. J. Martin
488.74
Jesus Komero
608.12
Francisco Romero
58.19
F. A. hubbell
427.50
.Nestor Montoya
2.633.2G
9,701.63
T. S. Hubbell (court judgment)....:
J. A. Summers (court Judgment)
529.96
Hughes & McCreight (court Judgment)
3,152.91
19,685.07
(All of above claim paid by Check No. 1 to N. Montoya, assignee.)
iwt nov. i.
Check No. 2, F. Fornoff
71.25
Check No. 3, O. W. Strong & Sons..
270.18
Check No. 4, J. F. Pearce
24.70
Check No. 6, P. F. McCanna
323.00
Check No. 6, T. McMlllen
. .
3.23
Check No. 7, C. A. Hudson
. .
25.58
Cneck No. 8, O. V. Crosby
3.40
Check No. 9, W, A. Smith
5.17
Cneck No. 10, Nicolas Luceror
113.81
Check No. 11, H. S. Knight, Agt......
1J7
Check No. 12, N. Montoya, Assignee. .... .
374.15
(Claim Dem. Pub. Co.)
Check No.13, N. Montoya, Assignee......
24.22
(Claim Juan R. Duran)
Check No. 14, N. Montoya, Assignee......
96.19
(Claim Jno. Clark)
15,v
Check No.
B. Ruppe
122.15
ChecK No. 16, A. B. McMlllen,

Assignee-

....

Forwarded

$37,674.37

Nov. 4.
Check No. 17, F. H. Kent

Check No.(lS.

A.

.1.

Nov. 5.

Check No.

19. D.

.1.

Rankin

Check No. 20, J. c. Baldrldge
Nov. 6.
Check No. 21, First National bank..
Check No. 2
J. A. Summers
(Claim of A. L. Staehlin) .
Nov. 11.
Check No. 23. Pedro Castillo
Check No. 24. Carl Gibbs
Checl; No. 25. A. Fleischer
Chock No. 28. S. K. Newcomer
Check No. 27. F. A. Hubbell
Nov. 12.
Check No. 28, Noa Ilfeld
Check No. 29. Ilfeld Bros
Check No. 3n, B. Ilfeld & Co
Check No. 31. J. R. Haynes
Check No. 32. A. Faber
Nov. 15.
Check No. 33. J. H. O'Rielley & Co. .
Nov. 16.
Check No. 34, New Mex. Pig Co...
Check No. 35, C. K. Newhall
Check No. 36, C. K. Newhall, coll...
Check No. 37. C. K. Newhall, coll
Nov. 19.
Check No. 58. W. F. Kuchenbeeker. .
Check No. 39, W. W. Risdon
Check No. 40. W. G. Hope
Nov. 25.
Olieck No. 41. Juan C. Sandoval
Check No. 42, Mut. Ant. Tel. Co
Check No. 43, O. A. Kaseman
Chec No. 44. J. A. Summers

Jan.
Check No.
1902

10.
45, Ant.

April 8.

county fund to the credit of above account; by reference to page 147, "Receipts and iaynients," under date
November 12 and ill, 10" 1. will be
seen these items charged to the general county fund and by referring to
bank statement, hereto attached, will
Ik seeti tl):it said items were credited
to this fund on above dates.
Item if $;'4'.l.37 appearing
ni
charge above represents the claim of
C Sandoval and which was Included
In the item of $19.t',Sj.o7 check No. 1,
in favor of X. Montoya, and which
was ap).it nt Iv included in error and
the claim not properly assigned to
said Montoya and l.y him refunded
back to lle county ami credited properly to ('.'in account front wlrch it
hmi in

Hf"

I'rvwn.

WOMAN

SMS

HER LIFE
DOWN

IN

1

KILLED
Secretary of Y.

M. C. A. Killed

ACTIVITY

MEN ARE

MANY

IN

122.019.53

OF

A

TRAIN WRECK

r---

-

.,.

COMMITTEE SAYS

j

-

641.25
20.49
47.21
186.44
39.71

com-patf-

I

31.65

i

141.14
1,337.00
507.00
30.24

n.

11.40
10.00
42.75

d

d

249.37
61.14
64.12
8.00

r.9.25

l.

5.10

12.92
$37,692.39

.Item of $3.10 represents amount of
overdraft claimed by the bank and de"
posited by the treasurer.
Item of $12.92 to balance was evidently paid from the treasurers account and not from this special fund,
as the bank's account of this special
land if all checks as listed above had
been paid and charged would show an
overdraft against
this account of
$1292.

With reference to claims paid, will
say, that I find no vouchers for such
claims, in checking tho claims paid as
shown above against the list made by
County Clerk Bummers of accounts
filed against the county and which
had been allowed, I find that all of the
above claims excepting as herein listed below as legal and Just
claims
against the county as ier Mr Summers" list.
List, of claims paid
special
from
fund and included in above statement
which are not found In the list of
claims against the county prepared by
Mr. Summers and for which I can find
no evidences as to what they were for,
anil as to their Justness and correct
although I am under the impression
thai the majority of these
amounts and for which checks were
issued are just claims or allowed
Parties
(Continued on page ttve.)"
--
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Chicago, Oct. 16. In the presence
Norfolk, Va., Oct. 16. At a meeting
of her daughter and a party of chil- REPORTS MOST SHOCKING
of the stockholders of the Virginia
dren Mrs. Sarah Alcopa shot and killand Carolina Coast Railroad company
her husband, John L. Alcopa, early
today the recent consolidation of
COURT WITHOUT POWER ed
OF THE CHINESE TYPHOON here road
today ?t thf ir heme. The siiuts were
with the Norfolk and South- the
li
! tj favi: ln-- r
ow. life.
Alcopa
em was ratified. It was also decided
wis c'.msiiiR Iit it: tixt the house
to increase the capital of the stock of
w.Ji a btitcl.er lunU- awl kIio hun into
and Southern from
Testimony Closed In Standard Oil the
lte;l IjOii. I..ck h revolcer from English Entombed
Miners Have the Norfolk
to $3,000,000. It was decided
ll.e
dresser,
two
fired
at
and
shots
Prosecution and the Lawyers
to divide the stock into 30,000 snares
All Been Successfully Rescued
hint, kil'ipp him instantly.
Jealousy
at $100 per share. Other propositions
bdid to j ive been tlt.s cause.
Now Making Arguments.
From Their Living Graves.
acted on were to make Suffolk, Va.,
and Columbia. S. C, the northern and
Y. M. C. A. Secretary Murdered.
southern terminal respectively, of the
Spokane, Wash, Oct. Hi. Ueno
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. 16. Great In- Hutchinson,
Chicago. Oct. 16. By the derail- line; to extend the road from Eden-toof the V. M. C.
terest centered in the hearing today A., .vas shot at.. I Killed last night by ment of a freight train on the ChiN. C. to a point near the northof Charles A. Peabody. president of a highwayman on the street in one cago & Eastern llllnoios today near western boundary line of N. C; to
111.,
two men were instantly sell to the Atlantic and N. C. Co. the
the Mutual Life Insurance compuny of the best residence sections of the Crete,
killed and another fatally hurt, and Pamlico, Oriental and Western rail- MINING LABOR IS
of New York before Commissioner of city.
8CARCELY TO BE HAD
several slightly injured. The killed road; lo sell the John Paper Co., of
Insurance Henry L. Prewltt. Pealody Jerome Predicts Another 'indictment. were John Wickley, engineer, and J. Virginia, that portion of the Va. & C.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 16. There is .
Coast Hallway company's lines extend- great scarcity of labor id all the westNew York, Oct. 16. That another S. Allen, brakeman.
is cited to explain the dismissal of
person may
ing south from Wanthrop, N. C. A ern and northwestern mining cenwith Harry
Col. Biscoe Hinduian
of Louisville, K. Thaw for le !:.dlcled
FATAL
AUTOMOBILE
resolution authorizing the paper
the murder of Staniord
ters. New mining camps in order to
general manager of the Mutual Life White wa Inlinnited
ACCIDENT
IN
OHIO TODAY
to canctl its Issue of $5,000,000 obtain labor are offering as high M
by Distr'ct AtHind-man- 's
16.
Cleveland,
for Kentucky and Tennessee.
O.. Oct.
An automo- ;of sinning fund gold bonds and the $5 a day and even at that price have
torney Jerome today. Jerome indiof mortgage securing the same and to operations delayed owing to the scarname is on the "selected fu- cated that such Indictment might be bile, while running at a high rate
speed,
pole
a
trolley
struck
in Ike-wood- , accept in lieu thereof $5,000,000 par city of laborers. The opening of the
sion ticket" for election as a trustee found durirj the argiin ent before Reexa
early
suburb,
today and
corder Goff as to the riht of the
value or an issue of $10,000,000 of Bullfrog Tonopah and Goldfleld camp
and Pre witt wants to know why Hind-man- ,
attorney to Isme further grand ploded. Every one of the four occu- sinking fund gold bonds of the paper and the high wages paid have drawn
pants of the car was Injured and two company was acted on.
who Is supposed to represent Jury cuiinoen.ies in the case.
seriously upon the copper mines
may die. The injured are: Miss Aula
the policy holders, was removed from
the lake region, Montana, and the silMiss
Schnildtle:,
Hulda
Ackerman, PRIZES GIVEN FOR
Farmer Pays for Restraining Girls.
ver fields of Colorado. Canada end
office.
He is not the first man disHeleha, Ark., Oct. 16. The Jury in Benjamin Camra and George Hart-niaBEST LINE MAITAINEO more particularly the new Ontario dismissed from the employ of the com- the
n
Acker-maThe
cond
tlon
Miss
of
"peonage" case have
New York, Oct. 16. Today the gen- coveries have also attracted miners,
pany for this reason, but this Is the
and that of Hartman is critical. eral manager of the Penn railroad
in favor of the plaintiffs, two
Is wn.ie the dredging operations In Alasfirst time any state has called the found
wrong
went
Something
manam-girls
with the
and Vitt.
making his annual inspection of the ka continue to draw upon the mining
company to account of removal of an (TA hltefarmer named Emmons
chinery
car
the
and
Musgrove was
swerved from the line and tomorrow
company will labor market. Even the slow progress
officer, and the case is therefore
charged with eatlcing the girls from roadway and struck a pole. The col- distribute $5,400 In the
prizes to the men made by the St. Paul road in its PaSt. Ixiulft and holdlntr them on his lision and the explosion seemed si- having charge of the company's
main cific Coast extension Is due to the
plantation. On complaint of the girls multaneous. The fifteen gallon of line tracks between New York and want of laborers.
gasoline
In
Minnesota After Them, Too.
go
the
ho was indicted ' for peonage.
reservoir
with Piitsburg and between Philadelphia
let
The
St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 16. A meeting Indictment was found faulty and a; a roar and enveloped
all four in and Washington. The purpose of tne
flames.
damage
was
Instituted. The suit;
suit
of the Minnesota policy holders of the
prizes is to excite
healthy rivalry
been decided and the award to
CONVENE 111
among supervisors and other employes PYTHIANS
Mutual
Life Insurance association has
Miss Vitt is $025 and to Miss Em- - HORRIBLE DESTRUCTION IN
in keeping the road in the safest and
was heid today at the Old State capl-toLAST
YEAR'S
$1,000
damages.
TYPHOON
monB
most perfect condition. Today tne
Vlcloria, Oct. 16. Ten thousand grnerat
'1 he
attendance, which was very
manager was accompanied by
NEW ORLEANS
out,
lives
blotted
seventeen
steamers
large. Included John A. Lovely of
all general superintendents, assistant
sailing
vessels
badly
and
wrecked
or
engineers, supervisors and assistant
IS damaged, over 1.000
former Justice of the suJunks swamped, supervisors to the number of 250,
preme court; Chas. P. Noyes of St.
turned over or buttered to pieces observation cars
Paul; O. M. Hall, former representabeen used for
New Orleans, Oct. 16. The Pythagainst the stone walls of the Praya, the purpose of liavlng
tive or Red Wing; S. R. Van Sant.
the trip.
ian convention was fully inaugurated
80
per
of
lighters
rent
launches,
the
tornier governor of Minnesota, Dr. J.
today, preceding simultaneously iu
yachts, houseboats and snnll native
G. Millspaugh of Little Falls, O. C.
several urpaitments. Those Included
destroyed,
many ROAD EXTENSION FOR
entirely
craft
Wyman of Minneapolis, and Chas.
If,.
St. Petersburg, Oct.
After in- wharves wrecked or damaged, was the
KANSAS DECIDED ON encampment, uniform rank, opening
Ka run a in of St. Paul.
The meeting vestigation of the killing of Mile. result
lodge and
of the typhoon lasting but two
Klwood. Kan., Oct. 16. At a special session of the supreme
took steps to s. cure lecognitlou of Semenova, a young tne lical
hours at Hong Kong September 18, meeting of the stockholders of the St. opening exercises of each of tha three
their rights and asked for a thorough confined in the central detentionstudent
according to advices brought by the Jotwph and Grand Island Railway Co. following: Convention of supreme
Investigation and report on the busi- on at St. Petersburg, who was prisgrand
steamer Empress of Japan, one of the today it was decided to build a branch temple, Rathbone Sisters;
ness affairs of the company, it com- and killed by a seutrv September shot
10, few vessels which escaped tho disline of railroad beginning at Shouts with a butcher knife and she ran Into
plained that if the policy holders do when
herself at a win- aster, which arrived yesterday. There and running to the city of Highland, tlon and national Pythian editorial
not take charge of the affairs of the dow overiM.king a
yard, the were twenty-fou- r
Europeans among tvansas. The new road will open up an association
company now it would be difficult, if commander of the St. court
Petersburg garkilled; the others were Chinese extensive agricultural district.
Uuslness sessions
occup.ed the
not impossible, later, and urged the rison, in an order of the day. has those
morning hours, while the afternoon
polity holders to supiort the state thanked the soldier who killed the mostly of the boat house or Junk
nas given ver to a parade by the
organization as a means toward that girl and. has given him a
OCEAN DOCK FOR THE
reward of
uniform lank Several thousand visend.
1
In addition, the soldier, who
GREAT
NORTHERN RAILWAY itors c'.ic Into city to watch the
THE ENTOMBED FNGLISH to a Semlnovsky regiment, is
Olympla, Wash., Oct. 16. Work has Pythlans march. It ts estimated that
MINERS ARE ALL RESCUED
of
HAS
NO
DRAKE COMMITTEE
the day as an
urheld in the order
Durham. England, Oct. 16. All the been started on tha new ocean dock with the lute arrivals this morning
sample to bis comrades of faithful miners entombed as the result of the
at Kverett, which the Great Northern 'here were about 4.OH0 uniformed men
LEGAL POWER 8AY8 COURT
"crformance
duly.
of
explosion yesterday in the V1ngato Railway company is building to han- in line.
Columbus, O.. Oct. 16 The Irakt
colliery near here have been rescued. dle grain, salmon and oriental busiInvestigating committee, created by
Terrorist Headquarters Captured
ness, bverett was found the most COUNTY TREASURERS
.the last legislature, in without power
Warsaw. Oct. 16. The Police tmhiv
available place as there will be little
in a legal sense, according to the de captured the headquarters of an elab-oia- v NATIONAL COOD ROADS
RETURNED MONEY
ASSOCIATION OF VERMONT dredging in the new dock which will
cision of the supreme court. The
land of terrorist, and captured
Cincinnati, Oct. 16. The Drake
35
a
have
depth
of
feet.
minimum
was
to
probe
forty-ninthe
e
c.itiiiniltee
created
Munipelier, Oct. 16. The National
members ol the band who
committee, during its investigations,
affairs of Hamilton county and Cin- nrn cliarged with having committed Good Itoails association of Vermont
brought out the personal collection by
cinnati, and held sewral meetings. ni;in murders a'd robberies. It is organized by a large number of citi- INTERCOLLEGIATE GOLF
county treasurers of interest on pubASSOCIATION MEETING lic funds
The case came to the supreme court i.iso alleged that the band originally zens Intt rested In good roads opened
deposited in hanks, bethrough a rase brought by the Rob- delivi red the proceeds of their crimes a conference here today when deleNew York, Oct. 16. The
annual cause of the criticism aroused half a
-company
Cincinnati,
of
Realty
ertson
to a li al socialistic organization, but. gates iroiti every city, town and dis- championship golf matches arranged dozen former treasurers paid volunwhich sued the state an Jit )r to com- Incoming
Col. by the Intercollegiate Coif association tarily into the county treasuries a
wl'h the pay-'t- ti trict in the stale attended.
pel him to issue a warrant on the
i'Is iliev received they subsequent- Vonre gave an illustrated lecture on commenced at Garden City today. total of $:'14.itb0 which they estimatpayment
r
In
state treasurer
for mttiH ly carried on the business on their "'1 ue Highways of the World" and Teams from Cornell, Columbia, Yale, ed they had thus recovered. The case
occupied by the comiiilttc. in
twr. ft count ard had a bank account there was a scientific exhibition of Harvard. Princeton and Pennsylvania which was carried to the sunrenii
' court w as a dispute
!
are jla.vin.
niaiiliuil'lim: by exper'S
'! Vrt ii.iii.wir:
'I'n'tt f'lliOll,
over rent.
DRAKE

265.14
64.60
184.78
64.60
369.51

...

MANIFEST

-.

54.12

137,692.39

Mass.
Item of $3,INM and ll.Oiio represents
transfers made from the general

Only one man on the Xema knows
where the supposed diamond island
Is located.
He is Capt. Jackson of
the expedition. He has tho chart In
a seald package which will not be
opened until after the Xema has coaled at St. Helena, her lost stopping
place. The island is rumored to be
south of the Cape of Good Hope.

Pennsylvania Gives Prizes for
Keeping Tracks In Safe
kane
Street.
Condition.
Demands to Know Why the
Four Are Seriously Hurt In ..,
.
Mutual Removed State
an
Auto
Accident
GIRLS GET BIG DAMAGES
GREAT NORTHERN DOCK
Manager Hindmzn.
In Ohio
FROM ARKANSAS FARMER
FOR TRADE OF ORIENT

10,203.00

......

Boston,

Trie

by Highwayman on Spo-

5.13

Remarks.
represents
ileni ol $.J3,45.UO
the
proceed of the sale of tho bonds ut
ta cents on the dollar and accrued interest,
through and
lioniiii
sold
transmitted to for collection to the
Hanover National bank of New York.
There is no'hlng in the records In the
offices of the county treasurer or
county dork to show who was the
iiclnal purchaser, although from Information it Is my opinion that the
bonds went to K. H. Rollins & Sons of

turn, when he died.

INSURANCE

173.67
045.13

Jose Garcia

Check No. 46. G. W. Johnson, adm.
July 1.
To !i'Kisir account overdraft
To balatue
. .

ON THE DEC K OF THE XEMA.
Xema has aboard machinery carrlts 10,000 rounds of ammunition,
dia- and CO guns and revolvers, in case
and explosives for unearthing
monds. She carries a complete engi- there should be any attempt to steal
neering staff for mine working, headed the island from the discovers.
by Wni. Griffith, formerly associated
There is the possibility of complicawun the De Beers trust.
tions as to the real ownership of the
The De Beers Co., It Is reported, has diamonus, if any, on the island. A
chartered a fast ship to follow the Mrs. Jonts, at Cardiff, claims to be the
Xema and to report immediately if widow of the discoverer and that the
anything is discovered. The Xema island belongs to her,

MINING MACHINERY

BY SKOOIIHG

183.17
69.85

Crawford

I

'

NEW MOVE OF

875.86

-

(Claim Santiago Baca)

Denver, Colo., Oct. 16 The nlnUs.
annual session of tne American Milling congress opened here today irkoa.
members and delegates to the number of 1700 attended. The purpose
the congress as announced at Uio
meeting Is to advance the mining- andt
metallurgical industries in the United.
States; to assist in bringing about at.
more perfect cooperation between tbej
dtsslmlnatlng of scientific information
bearing on mining industries In thee
government and the development oC
mining to encourage education In prae
neat and scientific mining in tn
states and for bringing the tninlna;
men In the country into closer contact,
with each other. Resolutions
wars
passed dealing with the creation of at
department of mines and mining and
showing the necessity for a revision
of the mining laws in the western
states. Gov. Geo. C. Pardee of Califor
nia, Senator Robert La Folletto ot
Wisconsin, Governor Folk of Missouri.
Congressman Martin, of South Dakota
and Senator Dobuls of Idaho vera
heard in reference to mining frand
and resolutions were adopted dealing;
with tnem.
Mining Department Demanded.
1 he American Mining congress held
its opening session at the Broadway
theater this forenoon with several
hundred delegates present. President
J. H. nlchards responded to the welcoming addresses delivered by Governor McDonald i and others,' aftec
which live minute speeches" were made
by a number ot prominent delegates.
Including Governors Pardee ot California and Cutler of Utah.
After the appointment of committees President) Richards delivered his
annual address. He advocated the
a department tf mine
and mining by the federal government, and the creation of a new member of tne president's cabinet as its
bead. He also submitted a resolution
urging the passage of necessary leg
lslntion by congress.
Another important matter to come
up before the mining congress is a bill
recommended by Governor Pardee ot
California to prevent mining frauds hy
state legislation. David Brunton, of
this city, will present a district mine
drainage law, which will affect especially tne Cripplo Creek district of
this sjate, where a gigantic drainage
system is proposed.'
During the sessions, which will conclude on Tlday, many papers on technical subjects of interest to mining;
men are to be read. It is almost certain that Joplln, Mo., will secure the
next annual convention,
-

tiiiur

KENTUCKY

Ki

INSISTED

Joplln. Missouri. Will Probablr
Get the Next besslon or
the Congress.

t

1.

,

CABINET DEPARTMENT OF

carats
carats
carats
carats

Cardltf, Oct. 16. The good ship
Zema has Just left on a mysterious
voyage not riunllcated In anv tnr t,r
romance - She goes out on a search
lor a. wonderful Island where diamonds cover the
..... If
.1 ih.j . , i
rirrniinil
of the Xema is successful, diamonds
will become t cheap In the market as
uiuunsitmes.
'1 ne treasure
hunt Is not being engineered bv a half craiv
company, but by a limited liability company, specially formed, mat
Includes tmoni Its nharrtinlrioi-- . aloTit
Brits a peers, 14 army officers, 36 naval
officers and several bank directors and
stock brokers. The earl of 'Albe
marle, the tnarnuta nf Twoorlolo t
Marcus Beresford, Gen. Sir Win.' Nicn- olson and Rear Admiral Sir Barclay
Milne are some of those Interested.
The island wan fl rut
years ago by a Capt. Jones, who Is
uuw aeaa. vapi. jones Drought home
several specimens. Experts pronounced them of the finest quality and of
having come from no known diamond
deposits. Capt. Jones had made an
accurate chart and was going to re- -

of .Mckinley county
bonds turned
ever by McKinley county to Bernalillo
county In settlement of debt due from
McKinley county to Bernalillo county,
on the organizations
of McKinley
county.

Check trom general fund

Are

Taking Leading Part.

CHARGES AADE BY ATTORNEY FIELD IN
SPEECH THE OTHER NIGHT WERE FALSE Special Correspondence.

1901

BO

I

BECOME CHEAP
195 carat

"Orion"

s

To proceeds of bonds

JG

Men of Distinction

Bond Matter and for the Informa-

Albuquerque, X. M., Sept. 30, 1903.
Statement of account of the board
of county commissioners and county
treasurer, county officials or tne coun- ty of Bernalillo for the years 1901 and
1902, in account with proceeds of sale

III

y

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWC
the hoy ramo running bark and told
his mother, and the rownoys came
soon after to the trppe and took everything of value. The squaw waited un,
WMkly
y
m
frsfiiis
til that night and then ttklng the two
Qtlzeo Publitbiat Company youngest children, tinn caught up a
gentle pony and left the three oldest
children Bleeping, and started for Mes
calero, reaching there ancr a stow
and tedious Journey. It Is understood
tnat Agent Cnrroli lias sent alter the
three older children.
Shortly before the squaw was stolen
from tne reservation twelve years ago,
she was married to a Commnnche Inof Bornallllo County dian and the agent compelled him to
"Mflilil
STie
return to his own reservation.
Cltr of Albuquerquo.
had a son ty him, who Is a bright boy
In the school at Mescalero. When he
CKj m4 Cxoty ClranlttlM.
was told that his mother had come
Tkt L'tt Nw Malt ClrailittM.
Back he asked to be excused at once
Mra
Omitittw.
Wfhf
l'gtl
to go and see her. It was the sup
position at the time that the Comman- TUMI Or UCIFTIONI $. c'he
buck had returned and taken his
mnnf.
tm
.M wife
aMintll
nnd possibly had killed her.
.
.
During the time Uiat the squaw was
from the reservation she had
y by Carrier, 60c per month ausent
never seen a white man or Mexican,
so far from civilization hail the reneUI b. WIwnJ In th
Twm Mrmnrnm Cmin
rate W ( mtt ot wiili. r far M gades kept her. She spent two of tho
WtUIIF.
aimte w MSlk. VMS P
years In Old Mexico.
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EVENING
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THE TALLEST

dib

00CHl
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For Delegate to Congress

WILLIAM H. ANDREWS,
of Bernalillo County.
COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
"

For Council
WILLI Art B. CHILDERS.
For Representatives

GEORGE A. KASEMAN
MODESTO C. ORTIZ

Commissioner
8EVERO SANCHEZ

For Count
'

;

J.

B. MAYO

For Probate Judg
ISIDRO 8ANDOVAL

Tho republican county convention of
Quay county to nominate a county
ticket was held at Tiicumcarl. It was
a good convention and every precinct
i ue,
In the county wag represemea.
following ticket was nominated:
Sheriff. John Madden; treasurer
collector, J. J. Harrison;
and
probate clerk, A. B. Dauber; assessor,
frank Gutierrez; suierintendent of
public instruction, Milnor Rudulph;
probate Judge, V. S. Montoya; commissioner, second dlstrtat, Pedro
commissioner, third district.
Thomas Davis; surveyor, W. P. Morgan; delegate to the constitutional
convention, Cruz Gallegos; for member of the council from the district
composed of San Miguel, Quay and
Guadalupe counties, M. C. de Baca;
for member of the house of repre
sentatives, N. V. Gallegos,
Vas-que-

Mfii

ll

Atw.n

GUAR-

lortn

-

m

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
LEGAL

NOTICE.

Last Will and Testament
Condon, Deceased.

of John

To O. N. Marrnn and Patrick Kalla
and devisees, Mrs.
her, executors
Mary Condon Specht, Minnie Condon,
Edward Condon, David Condon, Jr.,
Sisters of Mercy of Memphis, Tenn.,
Memphis,
Joseph's Hospital,
St.
enn.: the Sisters of charity or Jin
cinnati, O.; Sisters of Charity of the
Leavenworth Branch. A. M. Manaa- larl. superior of the Dominican Order
at
In charge of St. Peter s church
Memphis, Tenn.; Thos. S. Byrne,
bishop of Nashville, Tenn.; sister su
perior of St. Joseph s hospital at Al
buquerque, N. M., and to all whom It
may concern:
You are hereby notified that the al
leged last will and testament of John
Condon, late of the county of Bernalillo and territory of New Mexico, de
ceased, has been produced and lead
in the probate court of the county oi
Bernalillo, territory of New Mexico,
at an adjourned regular term thereof.
held on the 1st day of October, 1906,
and the day of the proving of said al
leged lust will and testament was by
order of the Judge of said court thereupon fixed for Monday, the 5th day of
November, A. D. 1906, term of said
court, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon of
said day.
Given under my hand and the seal
of this court this 1st day of October,

ter street.

FOR RENT Neatly furnished iront
406
room for light housekeeping,
North Arno street, Highlands.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well-fu- r
nlshed rooms for housekeeping. 524
West Railroad avenue.
cottage,
FOR RENT Four-rooat Lockhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car line.
FOR RENT Three pleasant airy fur- ' nlshed
rooms for housekeeping;
rent reasonable. No sick people or
children wanted.' Address B. E.
l,

this

office.

.

Cleric
NESTOR MONTOYA.

'

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN

4

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on

On

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200.
Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: On month
to one year given. Goods remain in
your possession. Our rates are reason
able. Call and see us before
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of tne worm.
RooraB 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenlnoa,

TWO LOTS
Close in on North Fifth, at a bargain
this week.
Also 5 room house, close in, lowlands,
for $2700.00.

POR TERFIELD CO.

in

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00,

officers and

REAL

&
ESTATE

205 West Gold

'

a

23'

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,
orriCKRm
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST

LOANS

H. F. RAYNOLDS

Auto Phono 578

PROFESSIONAL

r:

Solicits

esc

BASHINSKY
AND

DnuscTORS

and

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.

110 West Gold Ave.

BACON

Facilities.

Solomon Luna, Presiuent; W. 8. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, . sst, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon l.una, A. M. Black-wel- l,
Geo. Arnot, O. E Crojwell.

NEW MEXICO

and director
President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. m. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

CARDS

$500,000.6
$250.000.

Depository for Atchison, Topcks ft San Is Fe Railway Company

LAWYERS.

FOR RENTPleasant airy, well fur
M. Bend.
Colfax County Ticket.
nished rooms,' with modern improve- ATTORNEY Ira
AT LAW. 82 F street
county
convention
republican
The
ments.
store,
522
Apply
at
East
.
W., Washington, D. C Pensions,
of Colfax county met in the court
Marquette avenue, corner of north N.
copyrights, caveats
lands, patents,
was
convention
at
The
Raton.
house
Broadway.
For Sheriff
patents, trade marks, claims.
letter
ex
every
precinct
well
and
attended
THOMA8 8. HUBBELL
in Par
FOR RENT Apartments
R. W, D. Bryan.
cent two was represented by dele
View terrace, eight rooms each
nomATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquei
gates.
was
following
ticket
The
For Assessor
steam
heated,
all
modern
other
and
que,
M.
Office, First National
inated: For representative, Horace C.
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19, Bank N.building.
commissioner,
Abbott of Springer;
Block.
Orant
E. W. Dobso.i.
Collector first district, E. N. Birch, of Bell postFor Treasurer and
y
FOR RENT A six room
office; commissioner, second district,
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Office, Crom
C. ED. NEWCOMER
' Seventh
house,
corner
!
brick
of
David crow, of precinct 13: treasurer
Albuquerque. N. M,
well
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
collecor, George J. Pace,
For County School Superintendent and
DENTISTS.
&
624
Wsst
Mattencci,
at Lommorl
of Raton, present Incumbent; for pro- .
I
J. A. MILLER
Tljeras avenue.
recorder, E.
bate clerk and
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
O. Twitty, of Raton, present deputy
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
For 8urveyor
Dental Surgeon.
houses and flats for housekeeping,
DON J. RANKIN
15
Rooms
and 16, Grant block, over
Daniel Sandoval, present incumbent;
also ranch, will take parties to the Golden Rule Dry Goods company
for superintendent of schools, C. O,
board. Apply at 110 East Coal av Both 'phones. Appointments made by
For Constitutional Convention
Fiaher, of Raton; for surveyor, David
enue. Mrs. Norrls.
Delegates
mail.
Padtlla.
H. F. RAYNOLDS
FOR
RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
I
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No nominations for candidates for
M. E. HICKEY
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
Office
No. 306 Rallrrfid avenue.
.delegate to the constitutional conven
T. N. WILKERSON
per nlgbt. Also rooms for light hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:
p. m - 1:30
tlon were made, the county central
T. C GUTIERREZ
housekeeping.
The Minneapolis
m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
committee being empowered to name
D. 1906.
E. W. DOBSON
House, 524 South Second street, pointments made by mall.
'candidates for these positions at the
A. E. WALKER.
Albuquerque, N. M.
proper time. The county central
Probate Clerk.
PHYSICIANS.
HEN l Or sale, seven room
committee was also authorized to conhouse, has storage room, pantry
fer with the republican county com
NOTICE FOrl PUBLICATION.
DR. R. L. HUST.
fine clothes closets.
Indoor toilet
mittee of Union county for the pur- Office, 6 8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
bath, barn, large yard and lots of
pose of selecting candidates for mem
Tuberculosis
treated witn Hlgh- Of
trees. 208 North Arno. Rent $30
ber of the council and for member of Department of the Interior, Land
Current and
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
Including water. Or will sell reas Frequency Electrical
the house of representatives in the
1906.
thirty-seventonable. Wm. Kieke, 211 Sout Germicide. Treatmentsp. given each
legislative
assembly
m.. Trained
day from 8 a. m. to 4
First street.
for the Cofax county legislative dls
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
trlct. '
."Ort 8 ALE.
UNDERTAKER.
Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has FOR SALE Gleckler's farm, the best
filed notice of bis intention to make
Lincoln County Ticket.
Auto,
'phone
Colo., Red 115.
316.
county.
in
Bernalillo
Ohas
farm
r
proof In support of
Dr. J. A. Jewett, of Capltan, was final
E. Oleckler.
A. BORDERS.
elected permanent chairman and I. L. his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No,
Commercial Club Building. Black
Anaya, of Anaya permanent secretary 6312, made April 22, 1901, for the NW FOR SALE Fire wooa at the Su
and White Hearse, $5.
perior Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
SW
Section 4, Lots 3 and 4,
The following nominations were
ARCHITECTS.
then made: Commissioner first dls Section 5. IOts 1 and 5, Section 8, and FOR SALE lOMliTTshares in good
bond investment.
, Twp.
3,
Address F., CI J
lz in,
Section
Romualdo Duran, of Lincoln Lot
After an Absence of Twelve trlct,
F.
Room
Spencer.
W.
Barnett
zen ofrlce.
second district, no nomination; pro Range 6 E, and tuat said proof will be
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
Ber
at
Clerk
Augustin
Rio
made
Judge,
Probate
bate
Chaves,
before
the
of
FOR
SALE Furniture for sale and
Years and Now on MesKuldoso; probate clerk, (leorge Sena, nalillo. N. M.. on November 5, 1906.
house for rent. Inquire 116 South Phones.
'
to
following
names
witnesses
of
A.
Hurt,
Lincoln,
of
He
Robert
the
sheriff.
High
CIVIL ENGINEER.
street.
calero Reservation.
col prove bis continuous residence upon, FOR
Capltan, treasurer and
the
Two
SALE
in
lots
choice
J. R. Farwell.
lector, T. W. Watson, of Lincoln; as and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Orant tract, for $300. One-'hlr- d
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
Nestor Gonzales of Hagan, jn. m
Indian story sensor, William Brady, of Lincoln
A very Interesting
$lt)
cash,
A
bar
balance
month.
a
W. E. Blan lacobo Gutlerres of La Placltas, N.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
cornea from the Mescalero reservation superintendent of schools,
gain. See H. S. Knight.
of Lincoln; surveyor, W. r M.; Jose F. Gutierrez of Las Placltas,
this week, to the effect that a squaw chard,
H)H
cows,
Armljo
of
Las
N.
Placitai
M.;
Lincoln.
Jersey
SALE
milk
Blanchard,
Five
Andres
of
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
vks had been stolen from the reserva
15 Jersey heifers, a
Brady, of Hondo, was elect N. M.
and
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
tion by renegade Indians twelve years- ed Robert
one Jersey bull; registered stock Gold avenue.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ago has returned, says the Alamogor- tee. chairman of the county commit
Register.
also house for rent.
1500 S:uth
We endorse the administration
4o Advertiser.
RODERICK 8TOVt-(- , E. E.
o
John street.
Roosevelt.
it will be remembered by our read-rr- s of InPresident
ana
Burns.
Wounds,
Bruises
naming
of
candidate
matter
the
that an article was printed last for delegates to the constitutional
Hy applying, an antiseptic dressing rOlt SALE Uits 3 and 4. block 20 Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
week, which was summarized from convention
Eastern addition; level, no water
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
to
wounds, bruises, burns and like in
was
passed
resolution
a
a article In the liillbboro Advocate, giving the democratic convention the juries
courses, wind break to east. I
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
in,
sets
inflammation
before
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N 906 West Railroad avenue. Autoand In substance was that In a fight privilege of naming one delegate; af they may be healed without maturaMiMndway.
with cowboys several weeks ago, two ter this resolution was passed George tion
matic 'phone, 179.
time
in
the
about
and
outlaw Indians had been killed by the W. Prltchard of White, Oaks,
This
rOR
by
old
treatment.
required
only
SALE
merchandise
General
the
the
MUSIC LESSONS.
former. Among the effects that the
business on the El Paso and Soufh
before (he convention was is the greatest discovery and triumph
Indiana left were some trinkets and candidate
Prof. N. IliMauro, the violinist,
Mexico,
western in eastern
Chamberlain's
as the candidate for dele of modern surgery.
New
also a watch and revolver which iden-Aie- Mlected
gate to said convention.
tock $15,0(i() to $20,000. Fine op- - gives lessons on the violin and manHarmon
Pain Halm acts on this same princithem as the murderers of a man prevailed
Itortunity for right party. Can ex dolin. Guaranteed to be the best
in the convention and
ple. H is an antiseptic and when ap
tty the name of Saunders, who was
plain good reason for selling. I
strong county ticket has been place
teacher in Albuquerque. Any one deplied to such injuries, cuuses tnem to
killed in the remote portions of Sierra In tt;e Held.
siring lessons address geceral delivcaiity
Mexico.
Ad
the
allays
in
healthiest
New
quickly.
also
very
It
ViQS.
heal
county on the 19th of March,
ery, city.
any
dress inquiries to this paper.
Before this evidence came out a neigh-lo- r Torments of Tetter and Eczema Al pain and soreness and prevents
o
danger of blood poisoning. Keep a I'Ult SALE The Minneapolis bouse,
of tlie dectaned had been tried
OVERCOATS.
layed.
your
home
In
of
Balm
Pain
bottle
and acquitted of the crime.
for sale
Unredeemed overcoats
ti rooms, all furnished; Income 150
The intense Itching cliaracleristl
money,
per mouth; must be sold; parties cheap at Rosenfleld's, the pawn brok
Uome more details came out on tlio of eczema, tetter and liKe skin ills and It will save you time and
and
inconvenience
to mention the
going away.
return of the Mescalero squaw. These eases Is instantly allayed by applyln not
Price $3,500 for lot er the man you can trust.
I'lttlding and furniture; best paying
Indiana, who were killed were the t.naniberiain s halve, and many se suffering such Injuries entail. For
sale by all druggists.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
roperty in Allmquerquo.
members of a small remnant of old vere cases have been permanent
Call or
from cured by its use. For sale by i
address C. I). Wurd, Minneapolis BREAD and take no other.
Oeronlmo'a band, who
KREAM
KRACK
Ask
JAFFA'S
for
house, Albuquerque, N. M.
the traia In mt, when the oldSill,war-In- druggists.
BREAD and take no otner.
A Young Mother at 70.
rior was being taken to Fort
Foil
SAI.H Thirty-acr- e
ranch, quar"My mother
has suddenly been
dian Territory, after being taken capter of inile north government InTwenty years of
70.
young
at
made
leen
have
Thiy
band.
his
with
tive
dian school; two acres good hearAnd many other painful and serious
dyspepsia had
suffering
Intense
from
outlaws ever since a ml have lived in
uk orchard with all kinds of fruit; entirely
until six
her.
disabled
ailments from which most mothers
the wildest and remotest portions of
six acres cultivated ground ami bul-- I
taking
began
ago,
she
months
Mexico.
when
of
The western part of New
use
unci: in alfalfa. Oood seven-roosuffer, can be avoided by the
complete
have
Electric
which
Bitters
Their presence was only known to the
frame resilience, barn and other ly
tne
"Mother's Frlead.
This great remedy
cured her and restored
cowboys and perhaps a little country
outliuildingH.
For further particuIn tne
trading point here and there where
fiod-senwomen,
carrying
d
is
to
lars inquire of 11. 1). Lusted, or ad- strength and activity she had
a
prime of life," writes Mrs. W. I
taey got tobacco and ammunition.
dress post office box 158, city.
them through their most critical
patrick, of Danforth, Me. ;Greatest
Twelve years ago they scouted
PERSONAL.
reservation and
restorative medicine on the globe.
no paiu.
around the Mtsi-alerand
with
ordeal
safetv
finding a squaw picking plnon nuts
tSllll.S are the ino.st Sets stomach, liver und kidneys
suffering
need"
the
'Mother's
fear
Frienl"
use day. carried her off into captivity. No woman who uses
leauilfiil in the world. (Jet next, right, purifies the blood and cures
She has been with the band since that- and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and join our correspondence malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
fnlliC.
Prtre FOc
liil. Write us lor particulars. Tho XWimli.rf ill iiri'
time and never able to make her esm
her
leaves
and
of
child,
life
and
mother
p
iMxie club, 1'. O. box ir.ti, fhatta-iiiiiiya- , Guaranteed by all druggists.
ntil the two Indians were killed and insures safety to
The child is
several weeks ago and the rest were a condition more favorable to speedy recovery.
Tenn.
routed. She has become the mother
LOST.
and
strong
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
of five children since tihe was abduct- - also healthy,
LOST -- On
Fast Railroad aveuue,
Th-'4 and brought two of them with her, good natured. Our book
vrtHme Weakness. irry
tons', ImTtraa
icur
lunt v bikI oiulaa
Kold watch and chain.
Liberal rethe three older ones tihe left.
uiU Luiitvli " puim ot
worth
is
"Motherhood,"
" 'llu-- ftiti " l.llfe lAun'1
ward to the finder on return to this
J. W. Prude, who Is down from MeswumanliouJ. muIiu
olflee.
biwly. hj
calero, gives additional particulars iu its weicht in trold to every
nl it vi'tt ii"
ttUlrat
wliiU fq'lU
IIIiomu rcliirily fitr
the matter. The morning the Indians woman, and will be sent free in plain
(
STOLEN.
ttc in. antit'l ilu li trui llfw
l
J ft .i..tur.-r to
rere shot by the cowboys her Indian
wheel,
STol.K.N
Black
l'eiiuatit
.v mill
t'ill " J'MsruUlft.
had gone out accompanied l.y hi old- envelope by addressing application to
KOTT CHEMICAL JOwtUJ,U,
name
return
of
for
brand.
Reward
est boy who was about 11 years old. Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta, Ga.
FOR SALE BY - ANN ft SON.
West llarledine street.
When he was shot from the ambush

For Probata

NEW MEXICO

Prosperity"

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
uu

1906.

Capitol and Surplus, $.00,000

names nnd addresses
cf people who are

,u help around me
greenhouse. Ives, Uje florist.
presser.
WANTED A (leaner ana
At Brown's cleaning and pressing
Silver avenue.
works. mil-IWANTED A woman for generalhousework. Inquire of Miss Baldridge, 1n8 South Arno Htreet.
em
'w AxN i'kb Help furnished and
ployment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on. write or phone
Colburn s Employment agency. 109
West Sliver avenue. Auto Phone 270
Oentleaien's second-ban- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will cal. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Men and women in each
county as field managers to represent, advertise and distribute samples of our goods. Snlary $80.00
per month, paid weekly, and cash
ndvancd for expenses. No capital
Position
or expenlence necessary.
permanent. Address Northwestern
Co., Dept. 2 K, 338 Wabash avenue,
Chicago, 111
FOR SENT.
lurnisbed
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, with bath, close in. No. 108
John street.
nouse, fur
FOR RENT rour-roonlshed. Inquire at 234 North Wal- WANTE1

ALBUQUERQUE

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you

WANTED
Second street.

THE NEWEST DRUG STORE
IN THE CITY, AND ONE OF
Danger From the Plague.
Tl
THE MOST COMPLETE,
There's grave danger from the
mm
plague of coughs and colds that are
DRUG STORES IN
so prevalent unless you take Dr.
YOU
SOUTHWEST.
THE
King's New Discovery for ConsumpARE INVITED TO CALL AND
Mrs. Geo.
m bmmI vbl M tM Tdm mi th tion, Coughs and Colds.
SEE IT.
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
"It's a Godsend to people living lu
tlft TlklMOMItt
I S3
Colorado 14 climates where coughs and colds preHIGHLAND PHARMACY
vail. I find It quickly ends them. It
prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
REPUBLICAN TICKET gives wonderful relief In asthma and
TERRITORIAL
hay fever and makes weak lungs
strong enough to ward off consumption, coughs and colds. 50c and $L SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Trial
Guaranteed by all druggists.
bottle free.
Full Set of Teeth
$6
Gold Crowns
$1.50 up
TERRITORIAL REPUBLICANS Gold Filling
SOo
Painless Extracting
ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

the
the

n.-i-

WANTED.
Call
A girl.

Pharmacy

WORK

th!

16,

C.

RIONTEZIRIA TRUST

hi wouid gladly lend

Hecceasavy to You

Highland

ALL

tho

OCTOBER

BANK INSTITUTIONS

working for yout
you moneyT
vha i uld, like to buy your horss!
man who would buy an iifcereit In your business?
nian who would buy that lot of ground?
man who would buy your old bicycle?

will"

Itui lidi Idotq ti application
a
IT In
in wM mmtm fw brf Mttfrbo
4MHTltlW
H
H7 th WMV.
3H
hnunim Company, brafta,
Am and MTBramft KCMf rvT

LINCOLN
COLFAX
AND
COUNTIES NOMINATE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES.

TUESDAY,

man who should t

the man

&fye

a&trttitei

QUAY,

th

of
of
of
of
of
of

of Railroad Ave. and
Broadway is now the
home of the

Ppr

rr

ALBUQUERQUE

located at the Corner

u4

CITIZEN.

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME. AND ADDRESS

BUILDING

Ti

IN

EVENING

two-stor-

.

STATE NATIONAL BANK
i

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts o the Wond

We Want Your

O. N.
D.

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
H. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

rK

CAPTIVE SQUAW

i

RETURNS TO

TEPEE

five-yea-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

46-4-

one-thir-

d

I

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise In the Evening Citi
zen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read.
ESTABLISHED

OLD RELIABLE."

L.

S- -

I

I

I

mm

a

ly.

--

.

:i-

-'l

1873.

PUTNEY

0

I

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest-

FARM AND
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

m
M.

00SC0OSK000
.T.

C.

BALDRIDGK

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loo..s best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUlLDlNc PAPER Always in slock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint,
Glass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

I
I
I
Z

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

16,

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

past seasons served as the temporary
home of the fecretary of state and

ABOUT THE

Henry
Mrs.
Mrs. Hoot.
Mr. 1ni
Phlprs, formerly nf Pittsburg, but now
of London, and Mr. and Mr. Thomas
T. Gin, of Cincinnati. Mr. Jennings is
one of the growing colony of South African mine owners In Washington,
where he was preceded by Henry
Cleveland Perkins and Gardint-- i Williams, whose fortunes are also largely
from this snme solid source.
Another of the winter s golden girls
is Miss Eleanor Slater, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Slater of
Providence, R. I., and the granddaughter of the well known philanthropist
who established the Slater Educational fund, for the benefit of negro education In the south. Mr. and Mrs. Slater
a few years ago bought the former
Whitney, on I
home or
street, which has been lie scene of as
many notable entertainments an any
private house in Washington, so that
Miss Slater will make Inr debut In
the ballroom wherein Mrs. James H.
Potter, at the very opening of her
dramatic career, shocked all Wash
ington by her recltaMon of the.
"Osier Jo?"
General Wanamaker
occupied the
house during the Harrison administration later selling it .
S. Howland
of New York, whose wife was a Miss
Belmont, a leader of Washington's
smartest society until her death.
The Misses Theodora and Margaret
Shonts, daughters of the chairman of
the Panama canal commission, will be
in the debutante ranks, althought they
have enjoyed the unusual distinction
of a presentation at cojirt and all the
delights of a London season without
any American debut. Mrs. Shonts and
daughters are expected in Washington
during the coming week to take pos
session of
handsome home on New
Hampshire avenue, which they have
leased for the season, and where Mr.
and Mrs. Shonts expect to entertain
very extensively., The Misses Shonts
were educated at Mount Vernon semi
nary, in this city, so will find some
acquaintances already in Washington.
The naming of Miss Ethel Roosevelt
and Elizabeth Rosen, daughter of the
Russian ambassador, among this year's
buds is quite without authority and
has caused some annoyance to the
friends of thse youthful maidens.
who are still in the schoolroom. Miss
Roosevelt having celebrated her fifteenth year in the past summer, while
the ambassador's daughter has but
two additional years to her credit. The
latter, however, will probably come
out next year, as she Is an extremely
advanced young person, charmingly
educated In the foreign fashion, and
already taking a flattering interest In
American society.

WASHINGTON
DEBUTANTES
Who They Are. Where They

Have Been and Where
;They Will Live.

1

SEASON IS EXPECTED TO
EE

once-famou- s

Forty Gowns and Twenty Hats
the Very Least With Which One

to-S-

Can Make Her Debut.

(By Chrirtlne Wealand.
Special Correspondence.
Washington, D. C, October 16.
Tne chief Interest of Washington
smart society for the next six weeks
will be found In the launching of the
season's debutantes to whom will be
dedicated the "little season" preceding the opening of congress and official entertainments at the White
House. And if anyone thinks the
launching of a girl in Washington
society is a matter of little Importance I would like that individual to
rpend Just one day with the mother
of erea the least ambitious of this
galaxy of buds. Forty gowns and
twenty hats constitutes the major
portion of one coming out outfit, with
.accessories of lace and linen In
proportion, while the girl who has not
gowns to start her
at least twenty-fiv- e
ocial campaign may as well make up
her mind not to start.
In the case of the twenty or
thirty candidates for social honors
already In the field, one-hal- f
have
been outfitted from Paris, with nearly
every large city in America contributing to the boxes and boxes of
millinery arriving by every train. Of
the girls who will wear the clothes
there Is literally an infinite variety,
with the result that the gayest
season of many years is upon us, notwithstanding the adminis- NEW COMPANIES
tration circle will have no representatives in the, group of belles to
FILE THEIR PAPERS
be.
The advent of Miss Marion Leutze,
daughter of the commandant of the
navy yard, and Miss Helen Hats-eld- , WITH TERRITORIAL SECRETARY
RAYNOLDS TO DO BUSINESS
daughter of the commanding ofIN TERRITORY.
ficer of Fort Myer, will bring these
two posts very much to the fore in
The following articles of incorporageneral society and introduce a large
number of young officers of army and tion have been filed in the office of
navy Into resident circles. Command- Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
The Union County Trust and Saver and lire. Leutze are delightfully
situated in the large, old fashioned ings association. Principal place of
headquarters of the navy yard, which business, Clayton, Union county. Terwas the center of so much entertain- ritorial agent, H. J. Hammond at
ment under Rear .Admiral and Mrs. Clayton. Capital stock $50,000, dividTerry when their daughter, Miss ed into five hundred 6hares of the par
Eleanor Terry, made her debut a few value of 100 each. Object, general
years ago, and won immediate re- banking and brokerage business. Duracognition as the handsomest girl in tion, fifty years. Incorporators, H. J.
the navy. Fort Myer, which, although Hammond. Clayton; Nestor C. de
geographically in Virginia, is socially Baca, Btieyeros, and William H. Sloan
Independence, Kansas.
a part of Washington, and a very
Chlldrens' Home Society of New
part at that, has not had any
young people in the family of its Mexico and Arizona. Principal place
chief for many years, which gives ad- of business, Roswell, Chaves county.
agent. Rev. Charles E.
ditional interest to Miss Hatfields Territorial
Other acquisitions from the Lukens", at Roswell. No capital stock.
army circle will be Miss Margaretta Object, caring for orphan children
Bymons, only daughter of Major and and placing them in childless homes.
Mrs. Symons, and Miss Juliette Wil- Duration, fifty years. Incorporators,
liams, daughter of Col. and Mrs. John James J. Hagerman, Hiram Hadley,
William H. Pope, J. S. Easterday, AlK. Williams.
The latter, who Is one of the hand- exander J. Nisbct, Charles E. Lukens,
somest of the season's buds, has al- J. Barclay Reeves, C. E. Mason, Marie
ready seon something of society in M. Holt,, Mrs. Conie, Bear Mason,
Manila, where her father is now sta- Mrs. Georgia Viva Lukens, John Shaw,
tioned, and where, in spite of her Anna O. Hagerman, Edward A.
John E. Franklin, Jefferson Rayyouth, she participated in many of
the post gayetles two seasons ago. nolds, William J. Mills and Napoleon
Kaughlin.
In the past summer she enjoyed quite B.
a vogue at Narragansett Pier, and is The Klrst Presbyterian Church of
assured a partner for the three large Hagerman, New Mexico. Situated at
cotiluo.-of the winter. Miss Symons, Hagerman, Chaves county. Territotin the other hand, conies direct from rial agent, W. Fremont Osborne of
school, but is a remarkably clever Hagerman. No capital stock. Object,
and accomplished girl, whose mother preaching the gospel of Jesus Christ
was one of the belles of Washington and the education of the people in
Christian doctrine aud duty. Duraago.
j generation
Miss Olga Converse, third daughter tion, fifty years. Incorporators, W.
of Hear Admiral Converse; Miss Huth Fremont Osborne, Perry Crisler, Du-gR. Mulls, Oliver S. Vlner, Joseph
Tanner, daughter of Commander and
Mrs. Z. j. Tanner, and Miss Joanna E. Wimberly, all of Hagerman.
Sshrceder. daughter of Captain and of French and Porter. Principal place
business at Las Cruces, Dona Ana
Airs, beaton Schroeder, form a trio
y
Territorial agent, Frank T.
of navy girls wno have traveled
n
tlcally ail ovtr the world in. the last French. Capital stock, $25,000,
years, it being found as con- - vk,el lnt two hundred and fifty
venient and economical
for the phareB of the par value of $100 each,
average officer's family to be educat- - Duration fifty years. Certificate filed
Las Cruces Pro- ahroH n at lmme nnrt mnrh more changing name from
Exchange company and increas- Jnterestlng.
Miss Converse, like her'"'11
elder eibters, has spent most of her ing capital stock from $2,500,
youth in Italy, is an accomplished
Sick Hesdahe Cured.
linguist and musician, and In special
Sick headache is caused by de(demand for the popular fancy dances
now a fad with smart society. Since rangement of the stomach and by InStomach
Chamberlain's
tier return to Washington two years digestion.
ago, when she presented her second and Liver Tablets correct these disdaughter to society, Mrs. Converse orders and effect a cure. By taking
first inhas had a handsome apartment at the these tablets as soon as the
Connecticut but will shortly take pos- dication of the disease appears the
session of a new home on Connecticut attack may be warded off. Get a free
avenui to bring out this last of the sample and try them. For sale by all
family. Mins Tanner has also been druggists.
educated in Europe, and is a really
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
fine violinist; not of the average
amateur c!as, but with a skill and Department of the Interior, Land Ofcharm, that, were she a poor girl
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
would make her fortune on the plat1006.
form. Miss Joanna Schroeder, the
youngest of three sisters, was born
Notice is hereby given that William
In Washington. 8s was her mother be- G. Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., has
fore her, and claims by inheritance a tiled notice of his Intention to make
high place in the social world, being final commutation proof in support of
the
oi his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
Benjamin Franklin, as well as the 9112 made April 2, 1906, for the NE
dis-daughter of one of the most
T.p. 10 N.
23.
Section
f inguished officers of the American Range 3 E. and that said uroof will
navy. Miss Schroeder, when a child be made before the Probate Clerk, at
twtlve. accompanied her parents to Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
Guam, where as the daughter of the 1906.
governor, she learned at a very eariy
He names the following witnesses to
:agf all the charm of official society prove his continuous residence upoa.
and saw her eldir sisters reign as and cultivation of, the land, viz:
M. F. Angell, C. E. Hodgin, Charles
Indies iu the corterle of officers always to be found in that far away Etne, Mrs. John Brown, all of Albu
ami ideally facinating land.
quel que, N. K.
()n of the greatest heiresses of the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
winter, as well as one of its beauties,
Register.
will I"' Miss
Katharine Jennings,
An
JenAwful
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hannen
Cough Cured.
"Two years ago our little giii had
nings, of New Orleans and London,
a
of
touch
pneumonia, which left her
niemlieis of the winter colony of
Washington, where they are building with un awful cough. She bad sne'.ls
up
in of coughing, just like one with the
one of the palatial homes going
very sen ion of the fashionable whooping couyh and some thought
northwest, in the men;inie Mr. und tdie would cot get well at all. We
Mrs. Jennings have leased Mrs. A. cot a bottlo of Chamberlain's Cough
C. Barney's artistic home on Rhode lienetly, which acted like a charm.
Island avinue, from w hich thy will Shu 'stopped coughing and got stout
introduce their daughter. This party) and fat," writes Mrs. Ora Bussard,
ular honse, which brings onu of the Brubaker, 111. This remedy Is for
largest rentals in Washington, has In gale v aU druggists.
Ca-hoo-
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SWEET MARIE ," GREAT TROTTER,

J. D. Eakln, president
Vice President

Chas Mellnl, ftjereuwy
O. BacbecbL TrfMunmr.

O. Oioml,

Consolidated Liquor Company

CAN TELL WHEN SHE'S TO RACE

8uccssors to

MELINI

EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WHOLKALK DEALER B IM

Wines, Liquors and Cigar

"Sweet Mar!e seems to know what
Is expected of her," says her trainer.
"When the day comes for her to race
or, to go out for exhibition, she knows
It Just as well as I do, and Bhe showi
that she is pleased. I don't think sh
bears the men talking about the race,
but Flie knows It from the way w
feed her. She is dieted the day bc
fore she raceB."

SiSweet Mario

A
v

.
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copyright ISOb

Special Correspondence.
Ky., Oct.
Iexington,
1". Sweet
Marie, the trotting mare that has surprised the trotting horse world by her
feats In the sulky, has her peculiar
traits of character Just like human
geniuses.
When your correspondent
visited
her stall he found the great mare
asleep. She sleeps standing up. She
had her head close up, in a corner of
her heavily blanketed stall and her
eyes were shut. When spoken to she
started with a Jump, Just as a human
would do If wakened from a dore.
Turning around she came to the door
with signs of pleasure, at the sight
of her driver, A. P. McDonald, of Albany, N. Y.
Harry Williams. Sweet Marie's
hostler,' sleeps with her every night
and watches over her. When she
wants her breakfast she shakes her
groom to arouse him. She does not
like strangers and will show her displeasure by throwing back her ears.
She wants to be alone. In the blacksmith shop she Is quiet only while
Harry or McDonald are with her.
Sweet Marie travels In style, having a retinue of servants and the best
of accommodations.
She Is given a
full section in the car. which is well
padded and bedded. "Sweet Marie,
you know, takes more room
than
some stars," said Harry. In fact, she
requires lots of room. She Is 16
hands. Major Delmar was 15-She
is not only tall, but broad. "She is
steady on her feet, with the best set
of nerves you ever saw," said Mr.
McDonald.
"She Is not easily excited
and scares at nothing. She has traveled much this year, and was never
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Have been appointed exclusive- agents In the Southwest for Jo a. 8b
8chlitz, Wirt. Lem p and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowetone
Green River, W. H. McBrayefa Cedar Brook, Lult Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mentiotx
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article aa received by us from the best V "luerteo,
IiistlUerles and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price Umt,
'
Issued to dealers only.
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kpmosttwrythlng
fastidious bar tamplata
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A Perfect God Send
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That Albuquerque is Blessed With Gas

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT'BY INSTALLING A
GAS HEATER AND RANGE. COME PAY US A VISIT.
WE WILL BE DELIGHTED TO SEE YOU AND WILL
CHEERFULLY SHOW YOU OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF GAS HEATERS AND RANGES. ALL SIZES, ALL
KINDS. WE HAVE JUST THE ONE TO SUIT YOU.

off her feed, giving evidence of the line."
greatest enjoyment In her travels."
Her filly was a fine one and waa
Strange Is the early history
of trained by a negro
friend of the ownSweet Marie.

She was' foaled the
property of a negro gardner. in the
suburbs or Ixig Angeles, Calif. Her
dam. Lady Rivers, a daughter of
Can's Mambrino, objected to being
unven, and one day kicked to splinters the market wagon of her owner,
Frank Shoemaker, who ran a little
hotel. He abld her on the spot. Her
purchaser, the negro, paid 130 in cash
and contracted to haul the garbage
away from the hotel for one year. The
mare had been bred to McKInney,
but this made no difference to her
owner. He might have given her
away if the negro had not purchased.
After she had been half starved and
hacked about a while. Lady Rivers
was so gentle that the old negro's
wife drove her to market "wit one

3.

er as a
She showed speed
and Milo M. Potter, a member of the
Los Angeles Driving club, bought her
for $300. When Sweet Marie, waa 6
years old Potter started her a num.
ner or nines, getting a record of
.u - with her. Potter sold his
stable of horses at auction. William
Garland, a railway contractor and
capitalist of Los Angeles, her pres-ewnpr. bought Sweet Marie for
f.J.150. He drove her In matinees.
She beat all comers, pacers Included,
Mr. Garland giving her an unprofessional record of 2:00
She was
now the talk of California.
She waa
first campaigned in the far northwest.
Mr. Garland, being Importuned to allow her to enter professional racing,
finally did go In 1903.
i-
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Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
COttNCIt 4th ANO OOLO

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

MILK AND HONEY FOR

THE

Lumber,

Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marqoette

Hole

Roofing

Altwqaerqtfe, New Mexico

NEW NAPOLEONS OF CUBA
THREE STAGES OF PATRIOTISM IN CUBA.

REBELS NOW HEROES OF THE
CAFES AND ARE MUCH EMWOUND
BRACEDTHAT
OF
GEN.
CASTILLO'S
THREE
STAGES OF THE CUBAN PATRIOT.
By Jacob Wadteck.
Havana, Oct 16. Heroes of the
war have come to their reward. They
are idols of the cafes. Such embracing and smiles and gest dilations
were never seen before. It is full
compensation for the hardships of the
campaign. Some of them would even
have been willing to shed a Jittle
Mood to loom thus iu the l':nelight.
Battles were few and f.:r between
and not very dangerous during thin
war for the constitution or offices
or something, but that doesn't dim
the glory of the tropical Napoleons.
They have been sailing in with the
military swagger of conquerors and
the glittering raiment of band masters. It happens to bo the case thai
lr you are a revolutionary
general
you design your own uniform. While
you are in the field any Bort of duds
will do. When you come to receive
the plaudits you fix up some. A spick
and span new uniform of rough service brown or dress parade white Is
a good beginning. Then an umbrageous straw hat and tan shoes oi
riding boots. A belt, maybe a sash,
revolvel from 44 caliber up in leather holster, probably a stllleto and a
machete always a machete. A stern
look, an eagle eye, bristling mustach
If any and large clinking spurs. All
this Is ready then for the bright
light and the huzzahs.
As a usual thing the demonstra
tion Is loudest for the Private sol- ilU'rs, of whom there are some. After
the era of peace was opened, squads
of Guerra'B men came to town. Cuba
noted for fine horses, and the
mounts or these warriors were of the
iest. Borrowed horses, of course, in
tlio name of the constitution.
Crowds of young men and boys
followed them through the streets
At some of the cafes the heroes were
literally dragged trom the confiBcat- in- ed horses and enthusiastically
to drink. Every kind of liquid
nourishment was at their disposal,
trom coeoauni milk to white rum.
An officer of some rank, dressed
like s horse with his multitude
of
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Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Face
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
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THE CAFE.

straps, was one of the first In from
camp, and he received morn attention than most of the others.
He
embraced about a thousand
fellow
citizens a night: Guerra, who is probably the chief military hero, did not
bask as much as the others
n the
smiles of the populace.
Gen. Castillo liked the plaudits
sure enough. He stood much, of the
time with bared head while his
countrymen gazed at the scar of the
machete wound on the left side of
his head. A broad streak of hair nan
l)een 8h&ved along the course of the
wound, which thereby
was mude
n'le consplcious. The general re-'ved the injury at the hands of one
e lauer in me
""rKnesn oi me nignt, mistook his
l,'lovel chieftain for a hated minion
of ,he government, and handed him
sharp edge of the national
knife. The wonder is that the gen- Pral Hved to receive the salvos now

AS A VERTERAN.

within machete reach. On the seldom occasions when it has been used,
the results have been bloody:
In

single combat with the weapons severe wounds have been Inflicted.
TheBe have been extended In some
cass from the top of the skull straight
down to the chin. A few days ago a
tall, dark, muscular Insurgent met an
equally husky rural guard for whom
he entertained no friendly regard.
"What, you alive yet?" exclaimed
the Insurgent with surplse and disgust, when he saw the guardlo.
"Scoundrel!" which sounds worse
In Spanish, was the answer of the
rural guard.
They fought skillfully ano earnest iy, wth the result that the guard
sustained a large aperture in hlb
gk,,
for WMlch 10 retaliated by com
pietely severing the insurgent's bead
frnm his Imriv. The guardlo uUo riled.
When the fotes and JuMllntlon
have been exhausted the valiant deeomingto him.
fenders or the constitution will
They say here that while the pin making inquiries as to pay. So
fame of the deadly machete Is wide-(the- y
flit lightly from the tragic to
spread, there have been, In fact com-.th- e
fantastic to the the practical
parativly few detailH credited to it liiiFrom the brush to the cafes to tho
buttle. The combatants rarely get ' cashier's window.
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GABLE

STABBED IN HAND
of Immigration
Appointed.
Governor Hagerman appointed A.
ORGANIZE AT THE "COUNTY SEAT M. Edwards of Farniingtou, Ban Juan WHILE TRYING TO RESCUE COM-OBATANT FROM ENEMIES A
county, a member of the bureau of im-TORRANCE CAPITAL
'migration, vice Granville Pendleton of
FAIR WAS AN ACCIDENT.
$25,000.
'
"
Aztec, San Juan county, removed from
While attempting to play the role
The First National bank of Estan-- ! ' office.
. . .
r.t i;,.rt i, o b it i K'.iturlatr
i,..-- , Thfim.
""j tilfht
da was organized in that town WedResignation T Amaoo L.Mtnaves.
"
Hon. Amado Chaves, assistant su- - as P. Gable, one of the proprietors of
nesday last. William Mcintosh, the
well known hheep raiser Is the presi perintendent
of public instruction the Claire hotel, Santa Fe, was accl- dent; John F. Lasseter of Estancla lias tendered his res! 'nation to Oov. dentally staMied In the palm of his
is named as vice president,
Breed ernor Hagerman to take effect the last hand by one of the belligerents, who
f this month. Mr. Chaves will leave had eirawn a pocKemuue ior proiec-a- s
Hurst of Estancia has been selected
Vr- Vablo heard loud talk at
cashier. The directors are iv'il-- , Santa Fe for Albuquerque after thel1'0"an Francisco street side of the
Mam Mcintosh of Chilill; Angus Mc- - first of November and will make hlsM-- c
ProGilllvary of Estancla; William Gregg, headquarters in this city for the next hotvi "n1 Baw that a fl"nt wa8
of Estancla; J. W. Brahsears, of Es-- ' few months. 1: has become necessary Kress. Several men were following a
tancia; George H. Van Stone, of Es- - tor Mr. Chaves to give his entire at- - well known young man and all were
tanciii; John F. Lasseter of Estancla; tention to his private business for evidently under the influence of liquor.
IM tecto Jaramillo. of Palma; W. M. which reason be has to give up his of-- i He opened the side door so that the
young reiiow wno was getting me
Hurst and Breed Hurst of Estancia. ficial position.
worst of the encounter against odds
The apital stock Is $25,000. A char-could run into the hotel and as he did
How's This?
:er for the bank has been applied for
nnrcuse(,n ,lf Hundred
liollurs Hcwarii so i he knife was plunged into his
to the Mimpirunr of the currency fit lopWeHny
Cil,arrn Ulat cannot be
Washington.
U urfil t.y Halls e'titarrh e'ure. y. J. hand. 'I lie combatant whom he tried
to rescu.- ha sw ung back the band
e'o.. Tol.tlo, Ohio.
f IIK.V'KV
We. the unilerslKnul. have known K. with the knife utuonnious of his
Blood Poisoning
I'luney tor the list K year, ami presence and it strticK ne would-h- e
lesillts from chronic constipa'lon I,, li.ve him perfectly h..n..rable In all peacemaker. Mr. Gable has
the in- which is auickly cured by Dr. King's l'iiii"s trunsuclionB urn! linanclallyl,yable
'"rry out ui.y chlltfathiiis made
his Jiiied hand bainlued and says he will
Thev remove ail ,.,,
New l.ile 1 His.
Marvin,
:,"ot ' "t"1 J ,e, liarine stun t again.
WuhIhik. Klniiati
Wholesui.i lrunotH. Toledo, o.
poisonous germs from the system and'
mill a l alarm l ure is iunen interna v.
i..f..
" i r .,.,.1
us' Eclectric Oil is the
""" 1.,h"
""u'c
"IV. Tl
.llieetly upon tho l,....t and ,nu- :a.tlnK
stoniach, nausea, headache, dizziness Cliua BuiiaeeH of the ymm. Testimonial
reme.ly for that often fatal dis
best
and colic, without griping or dlscom- - "em free, frice Vm. per i.ttiu. b,.ia by ease croup. Has been used with
fort. 250. Guaranteed by all drug- I' Family 1'Hls Mr cons,.,,
success Iu our family for eight years."
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Buffii'o, N. Y.

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH! MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG

CIRCULATION COUNTS.
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SOLAR PLEXUS BLOW
It Is evident that the Phoenix Republican has been
reading Home of the lugubrious productions of the Albuquerque morning pupor. Recently the Phoenix paper
.wiid:

"At the territorial republican convention at
Vegas, Jointure resolutions were adopted by a vote of
only a little more thnn two to one. Those who know
anything about political methods in New Mexico will
understand how l.ttle that vote necessarily represented
public sentiment In the territory. That convention wa
H
iVen more notorious than any of Its predecessors.
vw composed by delegates mostly selected by federal
office-holdeand political corruptlonlstg who had been
discharged from county and territorial offices for proved
cr suspected dishonesty."
Commenting on this extract from the Phoenix paper,
tlip New Mexican of Saturday wiid, with equal force and
truth: "The Republican knowingly tells a falsehood
when It says that In the Las Vegaa convention the Joint
statehood resolutions were adopted by a vote of two to
one. The fact is that they were adopted by a vote of
four to one, which is a pretty good Indication that the
In
rreat majority of the republicans favor the question.
resolustatehood
convention
Joint
the
the democratic
tions were adopt M by a vote of five to one, which Is anther Instance that gives the He to the charges of the
"Republican."
Continuing its comments, the New Mexican added:
tells another damnable He
"The Republican
There was never a time In the hlslory of New Mexico
when the federal or territorial office holders had as Utile to do with conventions, and are contributing as little
to the success of the party as at this time. The people
fcaVe taken the matter into their own hands and are eon
ducting the campaign through their chosen agents, no
more and no less. There are but few office holders on
nhiinan centra! committee, although this consists
members In the republican central com
if sixty-eigmittees of the counties both federal and territorial office
holders are conspicuous by their absence.
rs

ht

RESTORING HUBBELL TO POWER
The air rings with the unceasing cry that the election of the republican ticket means the restoration ofmo-F.
A. Hubbeil to power. Will the reader pause for a so
ment and ask himself seriously what Is meant by this
frequently told tale?
great
If Mr. Hubbeil wete a candidate for any office,
considered
might
be
office
to
that
election
his
small,
or
to that extent a restoration to power. But how can the
e
territorial council be
deletion of Wl B. Childers
Is
a restoration of Mr. Hubbeil to power? What power
Don't
manifested?
How
exercised?
Where
meant?
you see that when you attempt to analyze all this clamor
there Is not even the shadow of an Idea In It? Oh, but
Childers has been Hubbell's lawyer. Yes. and he iiai
been the lawyer for a good many other people. Then why
will not his election to the territorial council raise all
liiB other clients to power? Is not the contention abso'
lutely silly1?
or
The election of Professor Miller to the office
every
In
Is
he
which
for
superintendent,
county school
mtnnti niiallfiedf must be prevented, says the
morning paper, liecause he attended the republican pri
maries, called by the chairman of the county commute,
.nH therefore the election of Professor Miller would re
store Frank Hubbeil to power. So is It with all others
th remihUcan ticket. On your lives, cries the morn
inir naner. don't vote for a single one of them or you will
i
svnnk Hnhbell to Dower. So ridiculous a logy
may serve to frighten children, but certainly it can not
' Influence people of sense.
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Grocery Comp'y. o
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"Good Things to Eat"

In our Home Cooking Department we bave Just received
6ALM0N SALAD
ROLLED HERRING
PICKLED HERRING
(Ready for the table.)
MILKER HERRING
BOILED TONGUE
VEAL LOAF
POTATO SALAD

We have just opened this year's
pack of
SAUER KRAUT
DILL PICKLES

SWEET PICKLES
SOUR PICKLES
We have
supply of

just received

Young Men's Overcoats $10 to $20
Young Men's Suits - 10 to 20
Children's Overcoats $5.00 to $10
Children's Suits - $3.50 to $8.00
Men's and Boy's Sweaters 75c to $5
Men's and Boy's Hats and

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
Caps,
- " .
25c to $6.00
o
o
UNDERWEAR$1.00 to $8.00 per Suit
o
o
o
XIEAeQeTJ
Nettleton Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00, Forbush $3.50 to $4.00
o
o
o BOY'S SHOES
BOY'S CAPS

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

o
ao

CLOSING OUT
Our Acorn Heaters

T

FRESH
DATE CAKES,
ALMOND CAKES,
CHOCOLATE CREAM

Stock of Neaters

wr

CAKES
JELLY TARTS,
CREAM PUFFS, ETC
TRY OUR RYE AND

iOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOt
The socialist doctrine that the Individual may be per

o
o
o
o

a fresh

DON'T FORGET OUR
BAKERY DEPART-MEN-

WOULD PREVENT PLENTY

o
o
o
g

SHOES

COTTAGE CHEESE
IMPORTED SWISS
AND IMPORTED
LIMBURGER
BRICK CHEESE
AND ALL KINDS OF
CREAM CHEESE
CERVALAT SAUSAGE
SALAMI SAUSAGE

WHY SOCIALISTIC IDEAS

a

m

We have decided not to carry such a large

assort-mex- it

NO NX'

6f heating stoves,

is the chance to
buy your stove. We have marked them so near
to cost that it doesn't jpay for delivery.

Jaffa Grocery Co.

3. W.

T(3QMG',QMS
House Furnishers

kj2

35

H. CARNES,
1

B. K. ADAMS THE BEST IN TOWN
Q

rriv

-

iir-.n- a

al

Per Gallon

.

COAL

WOOD

John

S.

Beaven

Fineral

Director and Licensed

Embalmer

r nones

Colorado, Blk 208
Corner Fifth and Railroad Avenue

THE CELEBRATED

i

K

I't

!

i

$.50

-

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red
Illinois Central R.R. You can cite a number

O. F. C.
WHISKEY COLORADO
FROM

To

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

Bottled la Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

MELINI & EAKIN
Sola Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone. 199.

Frontier Celebration,
Winslow, Arizona,
Oct. 17-11906.
9;

5f

Pfl

If

92.

Colo.

THE SHORT LINE

deina-Hogu-

nt

-

-

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

et

m-x-

1906.
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mltted to own commodities that'he wants for his own
GRAHAM BREAD.
consumption, but not the means by which such commo
dities are produced and distributed, strikes at the root
of economic progress.
Not only so but it would in practice fail to accom
nlish the Hsserted socialistic purpose to improve tlie
general condli ion of the people us consumers. It would
"Good Things to fat"
of
Indeed Imnoverlsh the many by the impairment
capital of the. means of production and distribution.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
Conversely, through private ownership and manage
1HEY AKE RECEIVED.
ment of canital conies the maximum of commodities
diffu
Oil
widest
consumption
and their
suited to Individual
sion. This Is sure to be the case where the laws are
Impartial and Impartially administered. It may even be
C.
O. D.
the case where the laws are partial to the capitalist and
has
who
the.
man
over
give him an artificial advantage
Scientific Optician
little or no capital.
The truth of these propositions can beBt bo seen ly
considering what the socialist calls the means of pro
duction. When he says the Individual may own the
Information
for
times
cloth he wishes tor "his own use, and the use of those
several
asked
has
Citizen
Th
so far who are dependent on him, but not the machinery with
S to what office F. A. Hubbeil is runnlgg for, but
has not been Informed. However, the morning paper which the cloth Is made, he illustrates the distinction
he wishes to make between commodities devoted to per
tells the Dublic that the republican ticket is
the
most
of
probably
some
or
sonal use and commodities devoted to purposes of re
because
Hnbbell ticket
mm nominated on the ticket attended the HuuDe.it pri production. He aiso supplies the means of IllustratingIs
'
marlea. Mr. Hubbeil, as chairman of the republican the way In which Individual ownership of capital
ounty committee, called the primaries, and there was no beneficial not only to the owners but to the entire
nther wav In which they could be callen. uoou repuo- community.
The machinery for the production of cloth has been
attended the nrimarles and prevented them from
combine. developed from a very rude, mechanism into the modern
Itelnc rushed by the
n
power loom. Bach step in the course of development
These primaries elected delegates to the county conven-tinmil that convention nominated the republican tick has been taken by the Individual Inventor. Each invenKverv one knows that all this cry about Hubbeil tor has been spurred on to the exercise or his ingenuity
EYES TESTED FREE
by the hope of reward resulting from his individual
ticket Is the quintessence of childishness, a parrot-lik- e
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
exownership of his machine or his improvement on an
repetition of words without ideas.
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
' f
isting machine.
Originally he expected to get his reward by proNew Mexican: The majorities that are being figured out for Delegate Andrews by political prognosticat ducing a greater quantity of cloth by using his machine
or rary from 5,000 to 10,000. and so far no one at all or his improvement himseir. either alone or with the
acquaintejith political conditions in the territory has aid or members of his ramlly whom he could trust to
i nai ueiegaie keep his secret.
figured less than the former number.
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
personal
Andrews Is sure of election is true, and that his majorSuccessive inventors have made great
PER TON
$6.50
Hy may be near lO.OuO is very probable. Indeed, he desacrifices in the hope of gains this way. If they had not
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
serves that majority, both on account of previous ser been stimulated by the hope they would not have made
PER TON
....$6.50
vices as delegate and because the stronger he is shown the prolonged efforts and sacrifices and the Inventions
will
good
more
all,
Mexico
ut
the
to be with the people of New
would not have bten made. Cloth, if produced
he be able to accomplish in the coming Besslon of the would have I men produced by primitive, slow and lacongress, and should New Mexico still be a borious processes and all the people would have been
Fifty-nint- h
territory, then and there In the Sixtieth congress.
poorly clad.
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
As improvements were made the users of them had
are
county
FOR
Dally Optic: The republicans of Otero
$2.25 AND $2.75
to make concessions in price in order to dispose of their
thorouehlv organized and expect not only to give a big larger product. Uiter they round their reward In makmitiiriiv for Senator Andrews, but also to elect their ing their improved machines for other weavers, and so
whole legislative and county ticket. The Albuquerque the product at iower cost was lurgely increased, anil
Citisen advocates a primary election law and an Initia competition among the weaveis brought down prices, to
502 80UTH FIRST STREET.
tive and referendum law. We believe In the first par the treat benefit of all. and most of all to the poorer
LAST VICTIM RECOVERED
i of the suggestion but. do not believe that the time has
members of socloty.
FROM DUTCHMAN
MINE
i come when Nw Mexico should adopt the Initiative am
It was found to be wise to encourage the exercise
Alter a, week of unremlttinK effort
or
I referendum
with all its complexities.
laws
patent
means
of
by
faculty
inventive
m
of the
Hie part of tha company's officials
and th men under them, the last
some euulvalont. These laws not only encouraged
hody of the men who were killed by
In his speech at Chicago Speaker Cannon of the na vfiitlun I. ut ihev encouraged the general iniruum i
tional legislative house, said tie other day: "In all eras of useful inventions by assuring a fair reward- - to the an explosion in the Dutchman mine
at KloKsburg early In the morning of
of important accomplishment the dreamer, the
cunital employed la producing and introducing them.
Oetohcr 0 was taken out Thursday,
the self seeker, have tried in the past, us they art
u"l
Invention
encouragement
of
As
result of this
11th. Oil account ut the conditrying today, to lead the Impatient, the ignorant and tho of private ownership of machinery and tills recogni the
tions prevailing in the mine since the
as well as those who are patriotic but mistaken, tion of the right ot property in ideas, not only for com explosion
the work of searching for
SWy from the basic principles or wmnd. effective
for the bodies has been very laborifortable clothing and other uses at nuirve'.ousiy u
nees
into the realm of theoretical reform, mystic'sui nri-eonvenii
ous
full
of
In.
civilized world is
and also dangerous.
lm
Hut niiiht
akid doubt."
and day the work
was heroically
of all kinds, to be had at prices which place theiii with
and the
in tne i";u,i ut ali who are fairly industrious and do not prosecuted until the tenth
hist body, that of John Ucrrv, was reSpeaking of the recent elections in New England, squander their earnings in dissipation.
were
covered.
tlie Boston Globe recently said: "lical issues
If the iinht of private pmpi rty in Hie means by
Tin' funeral over the remains of.
named as the cause of republican defection, but local wlrcli the niu'tit.iile of useful and convenient thing.' are Heiiy
was held at II
Friday
wavering
excuses
Initial
for
inevitably
the
Lisues are
iii'fiilin-fto maintain inorniiiK in the Catholico'clock
vi ei-lul.eii awav the motive
church anil
loyalty to every organized power." Those in this com- their excellence and to produce them ,u the least cost me
remains were laid to rest in the
munity who are being led away from their duty to their would disappar.
Mourn Calvary cemetery.
Haton
by the specious but false cry of "local Issues," will
would
Deterioration and privation and high cost
wurn-iof
.
foregoing
utterance
well to remember the
UUe. the pbire of excellence and abundance and cheapALAMOGORDO HARDWARE
by the Bob! on Globe.
ness, to tlx' va.,t injury of the masses of the people
STORE ROBBED
whom the socialist dreamers promise to benefit.
(i. oiKe Warnock's hardware store
no one forget that tho people's ticket was never
Private producers must sell on a narrow margin and was robbed the other tuorninu the
st'locted by the teople. The people of this town and i r.Jiioiuize mi com of production in order to bring their hief broke In through tho large glass
county bad nothing to do with Its selection, outside or inoiluets within
'he reach of the greatest possible num- siwindow in front and then cut the
those who are on the ticket and of a few of their friends ber. No surd foive would
from the display compartment
in operation to secure the int.recti
i i he store
room, says tho Alamo-sord- o
N4flier by mass meeting, by delegated convention noi most abundant supply to be
greatest number under
the
jtUveriuur.
organization
the
A close examination
was that ticket made. All
by party
public ownership of the means of production.
convinced those who saw it that the
HojihiHtry or evasion in the world can not K t uround the
l;i.--s
Interior
supply.
would, therefore. I,e less
There
iiad
been cut with a glass cutfoi l going fact.
quality, higher prices, no effort to meet new wants and ler. Atier painltiK
nuance to the
general economic retrogression in place of the Utopia store they packed up about $250 worth
INogales, Ariz., Oasis: Ten years from uow that ban.
of
goods,
consisting
by
of the most valupromised
tju. socialistic
isionaries. Chicago
able gnus, revolvers, knives and other
tier which the democratic central committee offers to
the ounty casting the largest ot against statehood will
articles. I'p to the present time the
officers have ob'.alntd no clew that
be hidden fsvay or destroyed, and the people will be as
A QUESTION OF TEMPERATURE.
promises to ruu the thieves down very
greal ly ashamed of it as are now those who signed the
kmiiU-ii(iraiitlusoiht-i soon, although they are
Why iiurbc, whatever art- y.'U
still working
Tunitmtoiie roll of honor in ISlifi.
of to luins kii yoium an infant Into the open ir on on the case. This makes
the third
l
ko cold am win.ly
line
he
(lav
'has
store
us
been
this?
robbcL twice
GmmtuI V.. V. Ahibworth, Joiut btatol'uoil camluluit
before
Km J(m Mm.iy ,0 ,
Nurni
when
James
t
Laurie
U
was lot ti i ti
ko hinall a
for dHegate to cuuKreaa from Arizona, bays lie hua ntroii
cated at that stand. In the previous
child
understand
7
Mundo
in
differences
temperature
t
reason to believe that he will be Arlona'
robierle the hieves broke in. by a
UmoriBtlco.
rear way. Perfecto-Jesus-Journ-

16,
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For the first time the pension roll of the United
States shows a miltstantisil decrease, while for one cause
or another 34.701 rnnies were added. 47. Mi names were
of the removals were for
removed. Only
a cause other than death. It may lie experted that from
this time on the number of pensioners will decrease
rapidly, yet it Is by no means certain. Every prediction
as to the probable cost of pensions or the length of
time before the. last name was placed up"n the roll has
proved mistaken. There hie still four persons drawing
pensions on nicnunt of the revolutionary war, although
it Is 123 yvars sinro the formal ending of that war.
There are 3, US I survivors of the Mexicin war drawing
pensions and 7.ISS other persons, telatives of soldiers
years
,, nl'liougti It. is filty-nin- o
of ij. Mexican
alnce the fighting ceased.
Comparisons lave sotnetimus been made between
thu (lost to the flitted States of the pension system ana
the cost to other countries of their standing armies
Thus the sum paid by the pension bureau for the fiscal year ending dune" 30, 1905 $141.773,ti5, la slightly
more than either !reat Britain or France paid for all
expenses of their respective armies, while the United
States paid $122,175,077 for Its smnll army in addition
to the sum paid on account of wars already fought.
Great Britain pays a little more than $1,000,000 a yeai
appear at Ural
In annuities and pensions. It would
sight as if the United States would gain by having a
large standing army Instead of depending upon volunteers with the result of a swollen pension list.
In truth, however, the size of the pension list is not
due to tho lack of a standing army but to different
ideas as to the tKbt of gratitude due the nation's defenders. The American view Is that, although a man
should be glad to make sacrifices for h's country, it Is
not becoming for his country to take those sacrifices as
a matter of course. The pension was not bargained for.
Cash cannot pay for ruined health or the loss of a limb
or life, and the soldier did not enlist on account of a
desire for a pension. The nation feels a moral obligation to see that the sacrifice is not greater than necessary.
It cannot be denied that names have been added
to the roll which had no right to be there, but the rule
to give the petitioner the benefit of the doubt is better than tho converse would have been. The country
has carried the burden patiently, and the pleasure of
feeling the weight diminish is tempered by the thought
that this means the passing away of a heroic genera
tion. Chicago Tribune.

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business ManaRer.

W. 6 STRICKLER,

EVENING CITIZEN.

Dulutii

AND THE NORTHWEST.
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

ONE NIGH7
To

CHICAGO,

of instances in your
nce where

.

ST. PAUL,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,

merchant, starting on

a small scale, became a
success In a few years.

marked

started within his means, each
year he kept adding a little to
until finally he had the largest and best store in town.
A bank account grows in the
.same way. You can start with a
small amount, add to it from time
to time, just what you can spare,
(it's a good plan to deposit regularly, and you will find. that jour
account will grow more than you
had expected.
He

his-stoc-

BANK

THE

MINNEAPOLIS,
FORT DODGE.

a.

experie-

Or COMMERCE

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW

MCXiCO

JUST UECJ2IVED

at the
The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Mem- Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor.
Seventh and Tijeras
Evansvllle, Ind.;
phis, VlckBbarg,
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jack-- r A choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
nville, Fla., and H other points in
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meats
and a full line of choice groTABLE
RAILROAD TIME
ceries.
LOMMORI

&

MATTEUCCI.

(In effect July 1, 1906.)
Castbound.
lio. 2, Atlantic Express, arrlvei 7;C
a. in-- departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:81 We keep the quality of our bre&d
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex up to the highest. This is possible
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., deparU by using;
7:45 p. m.
Westbound.
The Best Flour,
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:3
The Best Labor,
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
The Best Methods,
11:05 a. m., departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express, not only in mixing and baking;, but
arrives 12:05 p. ni., departs

We Keep It Up

,

OCCASION
FOR
ABOVE
ROUND TRIP TICKETS WILL
BE ON SALE AT RATE OF
$11.45. DATES OF SALE OCT.
16, 17 and 18, 1906. FINAL LIMIT OCT. 21, 1906.

T. E. PURDY, Ag't.

i-- .ij

p. m.
LUNCH
AND
RESTAURANT
Southbound.
COUNTER FOR SALE VERY CHEAP
INNo. 27 El Paso train, departs at 12:35
BUSINESS CAN STAND CLOSE
EARLY.
P. m.
CALL
VESTIGATION.
LEAVING CITY. 303 SOUTH FIRST Local freight train. No. 99, south
bound, departs at 5 a. m., and car
STREET.
rles passengers.
A big lino of unredeemed overcoats
Arrive From South.
11S
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives
for salo cheap at Kosenfleld's,
a. m.
West Hallroad avenue.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
HAIR WORK.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles atd
anyone
San Francisco.
Mrs. KutherfurO. at borne to
wanting huir work done, every Wed- All trains dally.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
nesday, at t.17 South Broadway.

7:j

also in taking care of and selling-thbread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

PIONEER BAKERY,
07 mouth
THE

ELITE

rir

ROOMING

rarer.
HOUSE

'NEAR POSTOFFICr; AND DEPOT
NO. 118

t.

West Silver Avenue.
Manager.

E. GALLOWAY,

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

16,
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CITY COUNCIL TRANSACTED

MUCH BUSINESS LAST NIGHT

F. M.
HEALTH COMMISSIONER.

FIXING A WAY FOR SALARY IECREASES.

The vote stood:
light motors and the
i as Heaven, Hayden
ml
charts lor placing same, MiinginK
and Insulation of electric and tele- stadt.
Nays Wilkt rbon, Hanley,
phone wires. Increasing the salaries of
Harrison.
the rlncl of police, patrolmen, tho Are and
'1 .ie ordinance will take
is regular
chief firemen nnil street commissioner
"rP
with minor matters engaged the city
faiheiS until a late liour last night.
1 he report of the city attorney with
The Pay of Policemen.
reKrence to complaints of alleged ex- In tlie maMer of Increasing the salces.sive charges for 111818111118- meters aries of oilicials in the police, fire and
and for certain kinds of city lights, street departments upon the suggeswas heard. The report also reviewed tion of the mayor two weeks ago, the
the complaints about the company's finance committee made the following
reported refusal to supply lights to rt commendations:
customers anless it furnished all the
Chief of Police $135 per month.
light the customer uses.
1'atrolmen $80 per month.
The city service light charge com-- !
Fire chief $100 per month,
plained of Is that the company
Fire Department Captain $100 per
charges $8, the all night rate for moon- month,
j
light service scheduled at $3.
j .remen
$70 per month.
per
1'asslng upon the questions Bulmm--i
street
Commissioner $10
ted ly the committee, the city attor month.
ney declares It Is his opinion that If
In aeh instance the Increase, is $10
the light (ompany puts a meter upon a month over the present salaries
the premises of a customer he cannot which attach to these offices.
te compelled to pay a deposit for tJie The report was referred back to
same unless he requests the company the committee with the ordinance to
,to plnce it there when the charge take the regular course.
shall he a reasonable one. The payof the finance
Chairman
ment tor the meter Is optional with committee reported that the increased
the customer whether he chooses to revenue of the city is expected to offpay by the flat rate as provided by set the increase in salaries and that
the ordinance or by the meter rate. the finance committee is considering
It Is the opinion of the city attorney a scheme to increase the city's finanthat the company must furnish what- ces by raising certain licenses and
ever the customer demands. The at- tb3t the committee would report on
torney concluded his report by de- this mattr shortly.
claring tie company must furnish
light upon moonlight ratfs at the deAn Astonishing Discovery.
mand of the city.
When
the sidewalk ordinance came
The attorney's opinion was submit- up
and the service of notices on propted to the building, light and fuel com- erty
owners, for which :lt was opined
mittee, and Dr. Harrison In discussing
was not sufficient time specified
it, asserted that the company
was there
In the ordinance, it was moved to reetiarging $8 for moonlight service.
consider the sidewalk ordinance which
has already been published and thereBone of Contention.
Alderman Wilkinson
fore ontalns.
Alderman Beaven's introduction of made the astonishing discovery that
an amended ordinance prescribing it was illegal to reconsider an ordihow wires shall be strung on electric nance which has been passed and publight and telephone poles and the in- lished as is provided by law. The
sulation of them in such a manner as council got around this by passing an
to reduce personal danger to a mini- amendment to the ordinance increasmum, was fraught with much discus- ing the
days to thirty days in
sion. The amended ordinance gives which to serve notice on the 246
the corporation a year within which property owners who are required to
to 'have all their wires restrung in put down walks.
accordance with the prescription of
The council will take up the city
the ordinance hut provides that all building bond election with the mayor
new wires shall 1e strung as is set at a called meeting sometime in the
forth in the ordinance.
near future when matters of the regisAlderman Hanley filed objection to tration boards and polling places will
the measure on the ground that it did be placed In the bill after which it
not come up in regular form and asked will be regularly brought before the
that it be referred back 1o the com- council. The ordinance with regard t"
mittee for new report.
the special board election provides
"The ordinance has already betn de- that it shall be held on November 15.
layed six months,"
responded the
father of the measure in retort, "and
Minor Matters.
the wiring is a constant menace to
i''. I! Mitchell was appointed health
jieople who use the telephones and the commissioner without pay and Jack
employees of the company as the Sirausner, patrolman, to serve In the
wires are constantly becoming- cross- place of William Wagner, resigned.
ed and tie cu.ient from live wires The appointments were confirmed.
charges the telephone lines." He reA communication from Neill B. Field
ferred to a recent accident.
relating to telephone rates was reAlderman Wilkinson made strong ferred to the grievance committee
objection to the measure on the without reading.
ground that the proposed changes
A fine of $30 paid by John R.
would cost the public utilities companfor firing a revolver discharging
ies a large sum and that he would not firearms within the city limits will
consider the matter until the. omer be returned to him not as a refund but
side had been consulted with regard as a reimhursemena, flnce it was
to it. Also he intimated that possibly shown that he was delirious with
fever
the bill was fathered indirectly to at the time he fired the shot and not
get even with somebody.
possession
full
in
of his mental faculBeaven came back with the asser ties.
tion that the Colorado Telephone comtine
was collected from Boswell
pany was rebuilding its lines and that in The
police court'. He made application
"iui.e me llgnt Company Dronosea to fnr r..fnn,l f th flno nr.rn hla ranu
overhaul its seryice, the proposed ery, producing expert testimony to
" " li
nuiK bU 111UCQ snow that he was not responsible for
hardship upon the companies as Mr. the act. The council
has no power to
Wilkinson intimated. He closed by refund a fine but voted Boswell $30
calling attention to the importance of to reimburse
him.
the changes In protecting people from i O. N Marron' addressed
tht council
-U-e- st
that the electric light
,hl ordinance as a dutv in tha i,mu01 moved from the corner of Eighth and
Keleher avenue be replaced. The matAiurxftian
went to the nght committee for
nn ui tue opi-Ion that the tmiuiiu
ordinance should take its a report
1
teguiar course.
he committee re-The street commissioner was order-por- t
was adopted and then Alderman ed to place a stone to mark tne
n
moved that the rules be bus- - dian line to be located through
that the ordinance be placed Tqaerque by the geological survey Ht
upon Its passage.
)the request of Delegate Andrews.
Klertric

'
'
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light
and Power Company Came in for
a Large Share of Animated
Discussion.
MITCHELL APPOINTED

Marron are supporting. v Candida:,, it. to the contrary notwithstanding."
Kuppe also received $12:1.15 of die Chapter 39. taws of 1901.
proceeds of these bonds. Tin. 'ist
The misleading and garbled stateshows from the names of the claim- ments and misrepresentations
made
money
was paid by Mr. Field are apparent when the
ants that most of the
SAFFORD
REFUTES for current expenses to business men record Is produced. Ho left his audi
ami merchants in Albuquerque of un ence to believe thnt Nestor Montoya
T S. HiiMwii.
questioned standing.
, ,,riioted
t'J money paid to him
pro ns assignee, - when the record shows
unuer
me
ot
legislature,
tne
act
STATISTIC CHARGES
cured a Judgment In the district curt to the contrary. Ills claim of the Infor his claim of $n.7iM.fi3, which ih, crease of taxes due to county admincounty owed him for services ami istration Is equally baseless, as elseHe csuid' In d where shown.
feeding pilsoners.
this claim under the law be'm,.
Again we repeat, what has all this
(Continued From Page One.)
receive his pay for moneys ex- t, do with the election of the republo whom payment was made as as- pended In fcedlnK prisoners ;i, f,,r lican
ticket? Hoes It show that the
signee.
services to the county. It is not pre election of Heaven,
candidate of
T. S. Hubbell
$
23.r. tended t hat the law did not alow Mm Boss Marron, whomtheMr. Held sup2.fi:(3.2ti what he received.
Nestor Montova
His claim Ind ports. '4 desirable?
P. F. McCatina
323.00 never been disallowed by tile c
Santiago liaca
S75.8R
It had not been paid
F. A. Hubbell
3(i!l.l there were no funds to pay it until
GRAND LODGE
1 .337.no
V. K. Newhall
these bonds were Issued under this
K. Newhall, collector
507.00 act and turned over to the county of
C. K. Newhall. collector
30.24 Bernalillo. T. S. Hubbell had nothing
ELECT
orricERS
W. v.. Risdon
lo.oo to d with the receipt of thfs" bunds,
(J. A. Kaseman
64.12 the sale of them, the
j,,,, of
,f. A. Summers
8.00 the proceed:) or the keeping of the acts. v. Johnson, admlnsi
119.25
counts of the tnoney nor the disposi- The new officers of iiie Grand lodge
First National buns.
10 205.00 tion of It.
Neither did Nestor .Mo- were chosen at the meeting ot lue
Remarks with Renard to List First ntoya. It will be observed that Audit- lodge this morning. They are being
Above.
or Safford only finds fault wiih the installed this atternoon.
Item of $1,337.00, C. K. Newhall, al- irregularity In methods of keeping the
The attendance of the Grand lodge
though as stated above there are no account of the money and the claims was Increased somtwunt tins mornvouchers or Information of any sort Th,'s report was made when he was ing by the arrival of several members
In the offices of the clerk and treasacting under Governor' Ot cro. w ho. it who had found it Impossible to be
urer to show for what this amount was well known, was no friend of piesent at the earlier sesslols of the
was allowed, from Information feathTom Hiibbcil.
If It could have been loitge.
ered from different sources I am un- shown that the county was defrauded
Tho committee report yesterday afder the impression that this amount out of a single dollar Mr. S:i(Tonf ternoon mowed the Grand lodge to be
covers the cost and expense of selling j report would have shown It
in good condition and growing
'
mo noiius. i understand
mat Mr.
The provisions of the law
sera'iely.
'
Newhall was allowed a commission of which these bonds were
Issued,
atsoldi
in
are
grand
All
officers
the
of
something like 2 per cent: also that an
the proceeds disbursed, are as ' tendance witu tho exception of Capattorney's bill of some $250 was also and
follows:
tain W. II Dame. O. D. Stevens of
allowed to some eastern attormw who
"Section 7. All Indebtedness due
othcUiing in hia stead.
at the time of the sale of the bonds to creditors of the old county which Jtaton
A smoker was given at tho Masonic
was looking after the Interests of the has not )een paid or funded into
of
purchasers: also that Mr. Newhall bonds under the provisions of some temple last night for the inembeis
presented the commissioners an ex- previous net of the legislature, shall the Grand lodge and visiting brotn-erpense account for some three weeks be
and fixed by Judgment
stay while in Boston and New York; of adetermined
Tomorrow the Grand chapter becourt of record, or order of the gins
its sessions and Thursday the
there would also naturally be items board of county commissioners of the
commandery meets in annual
Grand
of insurance, exchange and costs of old or original county,
when so
After the Inst i. ition of
collection on delivering the bonds to determined and certified and
by judgment conclave.
this afternoon the i
id lodge
the purchasers.
As 1 say, this inof court, or approval of the hoard of, aofficers
ijourus.
formation is gathered from different' county commissioners, such judgment
sources and while there are no vouchThe newly ' elected of o s of the
or approval certified according to lawers as
have stated to cover. 1 be- shall be received by the board
Grand lodge of Ancient i : j and Acof'
lieve that this explanation If investi- county commissioners of the new cepted Masons of New
xlco, now
gated will account for at least the county as
I master.
conclusive evidence of the in session here, are: G
larger proportion of this expense.
uue sucti orncer or cred- - fA. N. Pratt, Carlsbad; d, ,uity grandiiiui'meuucss
item of $10,205.00 paid to the First Itor of the old county
master. J. V. Wlllson, Ri.sa'cII; senNational
represents tie
"Sectlon 8. The new county shall ,or Erand warden, C. D. Stephens. Ruof tw loans made by mat instibe required to nnv Its. nrnnnrt in ....
Junior grand warden, Charles K.
tution to the county commissioners snare ot such indebtedness In cash, Ksisley, Santa Fe;
treasurer, A. J.
and treasurer of this county; by re- or to Issue bonds In payment of the Maloy, Albuquerque; grand secretary,
ferring to pagj 145, of "Receipts ann same.
A. A. Keen, Albuquerque.
Payments," treasurer's office, it will
"Section 9. If such new county is
The appointive officers include:
be seen that under dates of' August unable to pay
such indebtedness In: Grand lecturer, Robert Kellahln, Ros- 10 and November 10, 1901,
before the cash, and elects to
bonds in well; grand chaplain, Rev. W. D.
sale of these bonds, there was credit- payment of the same,issue
the
board of Clayton, Albuquerque; senior grand
ed to the general county fund two county commissioners thereof
shall deacon, Frank Johnson, San Marclal;
Items of $4,800 each, representing the Issue bonds and deliver
the samo to junior grand deacon, M. R, Williams,
two $5,00(1 loans referred to The th- board of county commissioners
Y. B.
of Las Vegas; grand marshal,
difference between the amount '
the old county, to be by them deliv- Walton, Silver City; senior grand
$10,000. and the $9,fi00 the ered to such creditors and officers of steward, A. H. Goldenberg, Tueum-rar- l;
amount credited to general county the old county.
R. F.
Junior grand steward,
fund is evidently explained by the
"Section 10 The boerd of county Hare, l.ns Cruces; grand swoVd bearTact that Mr. Newhall, acting
under commissioners of the old or original er, J. P. McNul;y, Cerrlllos; grand
an opinion
rendered by county shall approve and certify as tyler, A. M. Whltcomb, Albuquerque;
the solicitor general of the territory, such Indebtedness nil clafeu
for ser- chairman of committee on ' foreign
whereby treasurers were entitled to vices rendered to such old county
in correspondence, J. H. Wroth, Albua commission of 4 per cent on all good faith,
any law heretofore passed querque.
monies passing through their hands,
and it is evident that Mr. Newhall,
on receipt
of these two items of
$5,000 each, deducted 4 per cei.t, $200,
on each transaction, and in each case
crediting the net amount of $4,800
each.
By referring to the bank statement
attached, it will be seen in the memtnoney
oranda at bottom of sheet, signed by
Cashier Frank McKee, mention of
these two loans is made and while the
dates of credit in record of receipts
and payments Is given as August and
November Hi, the memoranda shows
that the advances were made really in
July and October.
By reason of commission deducted
by Mr. Newhall on this $10,000 and for
which I understand the commissioners were very loth to allow Is probably the reason why the balance of
the proceeds of the sale of these
bonds were not passed through the
hooks of the county treasurer .as the
county commissioners would not and
did not allow commissions on the balance and Mr. Newhall no doubt claiming commission on all monks coming
into his hands as treasurer, the board
evidently concluded to keep the balance from passing through luo treasIS:
.
urer's hands and thereby avoiding the
payment of 4 i er cent commission on
some $22,000.
In conclusion, will say, that this
whole transaction from start to finish
was irregular.
In the first place, be
fore the bonds were actually sold and
in anticipation of that event, the coun- ty commissioners, borrowing the f 10,-000 if they had a right to do ' this,
Prize Winners (for the first three
should have set forth on their commis-- !
sioiws" journal in full the proceedings
of their meeting authorizing whoever
correct answers received) are:
was directed to borrow this money for
tne benefit of the county and for what
specific purposes the monies so bor- rowed were to be used and the claim
M, Ellison, 701 South High Street.
First Prize
of and payment to the First National
bank o( this $10,000 and the 3"0 In- Second Prize-J. Frank, 315 Copper Ave.
teres! should have been haiitlled and'
Third
Perf'A. Frost, 302 Huning Avenue.
passed tnrough the books of the treas- urer the same as any claim against
tlie county.
As I say, the whole of the proceed- FIRST PRIZE 45.00 8ILK UMBRELLA.
lngs with reference to the receipt of
SECOND PRIZE $3.50 M08QUETAIRE GLOVES.
"
the proceeds of thee londs and the
THIRD PRIZE $2.00 BEADED HAND BAG.
disbursement thereof was very irregu-- j
lar and I would suggest that your dls- trict attorney be instructed to notify
all county commissioners in his district that hereafter any and all transactions of a financial character, either
receipts or disbursements, be spread
fully upon the records of their pro-c- i
edings.
I hand you herewith
as exhiibts,
stub check book showing disburse220
ments of these funds, the treasurer's
B.StERN.Proprietop
records of receipts and payments,
co y of the statement of account of
First National bank showing the transactions of these funds and the list prepared by County Clerk Summers, of
claims allowed against the county and
I have marked In pencil on the margin
of such lists the nmoiints that, were
paid i.i settlement of such claims from
these monies.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
All ot which is resp ctfntly
subPOULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGEPRUSSIAN
mitted.
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
C. V. SAFFOIU),
Both Phonec.
501 North First Street.
Traveling Auditor.
I would suggi st ;hat
Not.
the exhibits and ihis report be filed in the
oliice of your county treasurer as a
part of the records of that office, excepting the list of claims prepared
by Clerk Summers, which Is a part 8
of the records of his office.

TRAVELING
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'

mir.us-sloner-

bec-ius-

HIC

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable
s,
Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
Fin-ishe-

RUG DEPARTMENT la
revelation to those who
It, because of the great variety of Domeitlo Rugs
from the best looms.
SfMSifttfcHrSsSs
OUR

visit

A L BER T

-

DISTRICT

0uer

414

COURT

South Second street.

The trial of Ira B. Ritter, charged
;wiih the larceny of diverse and sun-- i
Bids are invited by the undersigndry things from n .varehou.se, engaged
ed for the boring or drilling of a well
the attention of the district court to- in Fairview cemetery, as per specifications. H'hich will be turnlshed upon day. The examination of four witapplicn'ion.
ness! s in the case took the morning
W. STHOXO'S SON'S,
tie
i.nd at 3 o'clock this afternoon
Hupt s. Fairview Cemeuvv.
quest inning was still in progress. The
ca-probably
wnl
not reach tho jury
In lore tomorrow.
The cases of Frank Thompson
'charged with larceny, (ieorge W.
Houston,
a. id l.oU ilines,
larceny, set for hearing today have
im
hi postponed for trial.
Tomorrow's cases Include the cases
of Alfonso A. Inglesias and Jose I).
I'adilla, both of which ar" appealed
from justices of the peace.
Adjudged Insane.
I'alniina Uurcia, a native woman,
was adjudged insane by Jud
Abbott this morning and tenteneed to the
territorial hospital ior the insane at
Las Vegas.
She was examined by
nr. J. r. Bearce. The examination
our lights at was ar the instance of Silvano Calle-gand Fred Heyn.
Trujillo't Will Probated.
figures, but have none to I be will of Andreas
Trujollo
presented for probate this
GIVE AWAY on account of morning was
and the date for proving
same set for Monday. lJecenilcr third.
COMPETITION.
.Mr. Trujillo was a grocer on south
Second street. His dea'h occurred a
Week ago.
A petition was filed witu th
clerk
of the probate court this morning for
le;ters of administration, for the estate of (ieorge Timmis. A. Border's
was appointed adminlsi rator of iae
estate and his bond fixed at $1,000.
was found dead on north First
212 South Second St.
street as hort time kince.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
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We've Got 'Em

on the Jump!
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WE SELL 'easonable

THE MITCHNER CO.

le-ctase-d

FA BER
.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

j

Hotssehold Goods

i

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

s.

.

FURNITURE, CROCKERY
STOVES AND RANGES
BOPiRADAILE

1

.

&

GO ,. 117 Gold Avenue

!

Don't DltpuU with a Woman,
Especially, if sha tell you to order
ack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (it yoa should f
get the order), that yon coold
M
Omi it, for every
growi
handles EMPRESS. Ton rrVl Hwn
find (rood bread, good biaoulU, go4
pastry and most Important ot aft.
rood cheer to greet you when yt--a
come home for your dinner. Try IX
EMPRE88 FLOUR Is the Empreaa
l

-

lor-rowe-

at-al-

ethers.

M. BERGER,1'
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

00e0K00BAKERY
FRENCH

1

Pat

UUTTKR NOT
1IURAI)
Better

Than

telephone

The

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

P1

REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

A I way

Top ham's

ge

'

TIME-BE- GIN

NOV.

Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Typewriting
Commercial Law
Business Practice
Manifolding
Banking
Penmanship
Corresponded
Spelling
Business English
Competent Ins.
New Management
Added Equipment
Fair Treatment
Reasonable Rates

We secure good positions for our graduates; ac Jress
ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
W.

r.

Mllllhmn,

LIBRARY BUILDING.
Albuqumrqu.

Principal

Nw

Mexico

Ready to Serve

1

SOUTH FIRST STREET

Lt Veta Rooming House in Conncctloi,

.

113

Veil

Ud Avtaue

H. O'RIELLY & CO.
C3
LEADING DRUGGISTS-Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
-

ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.

BOTH PHONES

I

The St. Elmo
J20

SAM PL AND
CLUB ROOMS

0Ce

O0s00e0

O

C o r

Letter Hmada

e e

v

,

i-

-

i

a

T h e CITIZEN

t

i

Envelop
Mote Heed

trogrsm

Ooiiimerei
P

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

West Railroad Avenue

sXX0X

4

Finest Whiskies

Prop'r.

BARNETT,

JOSEPH

1

,;tor

Midnight

Celebrated Soda Water On Ice

31

The Albuquerque Business College
ENTER AT ANY

12

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

F. PALMIER

The report of the traveling auditor
shows why the county commissioners
did not have the proceeds of these
McKinley county bonds pass to the
credit of the treasurer. Mr. Newhall,
and paid out by him. It was to avoid
tht pavinent of 4 per ct nt coniuils- eion. It shows that the money paid
to Nestor .MoiHoya was for approved
claims which had been assigned to
him fur convenience
of settlement
with the county. Among these claims
was one for tioti.l2 in favor of Jesus
Romero, now a candidate f" ro:.a-judon the ticket Messrs. Field and

HOME

YOUR

Flaming Grocery and Cafe 1
.

jJas.

I..
'

IN

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Mr.

DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL

Ths telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your' horns.

the

lighter, the cares less,
and ths worries fswer.

j

l0N

makes

duties

The

PrizeM

Always on Hand.

e,

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Now Are On Sale Here."

M

'

CAKES

oKooeoooaK

TO THE REBUS
"The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns

'

Home-Mad-

FINE LINE OF'

.

City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

AH

Correct Answer

1

H

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors

Mi

The

'

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

.

TOO LATE FOR CLAS- IFTATION.
KOI N I) A geutleiiiau's valise.
can find same at wm. Archer's thop,
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EVENING

CITIZEN.

TUESDAY.

(he Rovernnr. retiring the democratic
l
two years ago anti
Incumbent
maklnK the race for a sreond term.
Mr. Tawnrv a so predicted mm me
republicans would break Into Arkansas bv sendlnn one republican from
that state to the house. Just in what
district he expects to make this re
markable pain Mr. Tawney did not
say, and his reply to Incredulous ex
pressions over his prediction was
to "wait and pee."
u- In Pennsylvania. Mr. iswnt-miited ttie probable loss or tnree or
four districts; three In Ohio anil a
few" In Illinois. In Iowa he con
mt.
one doubtful district.
ceded
said the congressional situaNew York Custom House Not
Keeps Washington Going at Tawney
tion was altogether satisfactory, and
PERFECTION Oil
Ready For Occupancy
while it was never expected that tne
Root
Fast Gait-Secret- ary
present, overwhelming majority would
Heater.
For Some Time.
be returned, the working majority
heater that gives satisfaction
Talks About Cuba.
the house he declared, would be mucn
used. Produces intense
wherever
larger than many anticipated.
smoke Of smell because it is
litat
net
mi
VWiiiiB
President StiH Powerful.
STAtTfAIR
equipped wilh smokeless device no trouble,
Mr. Tawney talked with President VIRGINIA
T
could not
Roosevelt., and passers-b- y
no danger. Easily carried around from room
A
help but think things around tne
to roo:ru You cannot turn the wick too high
White Mouse have tnuen on a ro
HOLDS SALE OF STOCK
for
c?Ntoo low. As easy and simple to care
hue. When Chairman Sherman, ofaa a hap. The
the renubllcnn congressional campslgn committee called at the White
House shortly after the departure of Baptist Church Very Prosperous
In
Will
Kemain
the Mr. Tawney, he found the president
Even Missouri
nerena and smlllnc. There were no
In Illinois In Property and
Ranks-Hea- rst
Is Giving
clouds on the political horizon visible
(Equipped Willi Smokeless Device.)
Membership.
to the nresldentlal eye. Carklng care
the Most Trouble.
is ma?e in two f inishet-nlc- kel
was busy at Mr. Sherman s vuais
it an ornament to the home. It beautifully
embossed. Holds
Brass oil fount
portals, but he came forth a changed
Japan.
and
Dallas. Texas. Oct. 16. At the Tex
man. An amazed reporter asked Mr.
4 Quarts o( oil and burns 9 hours. Every heater warranted.
(By Sheldon S: Cline.)
of
yesterday
PERFECTIOH
survivors
Oil Heater.
state fair
Do not be satiified with anything but a
Special correspondence.
Sherman what in the world the presihose merchants who were in business
It you cannot get Heater or inlormation from your dealer write
dent had said to him.
Washington. I). C, October 16.
Texas prior to 1870. met at tne in
to nearest agency for descriptive circular.
"To be perfectly frank about It,
It was to be expected that when
The
directors.
fair
the
manager,
itatlon
I
of
republican
replied
the
to
the
Roosevelt
returned
resident
various movement was started by Col. R. E.
makes the home
!W!hlte House there would be "things came here to talk over the
for many years a merchant or
The
ripht. Is the safest
doing" but the most optlnlstlc had features of the campaign with the Hell,
In
living
now
Weather
Dallas,
but
for the party
and best lamp for
not looked for such a whirlwind of president. Fortunately taking
wore
pioneers
each
veteran
lively
ford. Th
a
use. Gives a clear, steady light fitted
strenuosltv. It must be true that and the people, he Is
button, presented by the fair di
and
Mr. Roosevelt has taken' some time interest in the coming election, helplatest improved burner. Made cl brass throughout and
with
objects
were
Interest
of
rectors, and
nickel elated. Every lamp warranted. Suitable iur library,
to eat. and the chances are that he the fact that he is doing so is
the rls ng generation or xexan.Dusi
Jias slept now and then, but there has ing us Immensely In all parts of the to
dining room or parlor. Ii not at your dealer's write to nearest
is
button
The
women.
nesa men and
agency.
keen no outward evidence that the country."
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY '
Day
Old
Merchant
nown as "The
"You do not think, then, that Ms in
(ires under the boiler have been bank
a
picture
of
shows
face
fluence with the masses is on the one and on its
n old frontier store, a type of the
'
ine?"
When Washington awoke from its
contrary,
that did duty aa a business other state fair In America has adopt- which commenced on the 24th of
hack
On
the
it.
a
of
bit
Not
a
not
was
with
siesta
it
Rummer
forty years ago. In
yawn of luxurious stretching of the I am in recelirt daily of evidences that house in Texas are
similar methods for lta patrons and September, and continued at Interseen ox wagons ed
interest in the campaign he foreground
state, and it is expected by the vals since will last until October 25th,
arms. The awakening was as if some his manifestactivity
the
cheap
cowboys
Indians,
and
In the rank and with
and the Are stimulates
of the fair that this annual when the Grand Champion Stake will
directors
"Fire!"
one bad shouted
high
while
saddles,
priced
.,..
.....
as It ever did ponies and
k-j
- UU
miniitu fii as effectually tadav
will he the means of making be run for. to wind up the sport. To
suction
.., .1..
Vlieauc i..a.
4i,
nl.ln
mtniH'
in
conspicuous
of
all
the
most
politics, and
since. Cuba. Panama,
and the district round, one day, the first courseB for the Waterloo
so Richmond
turn n cture are the
greatest stock breeding cen-;er- s Cup purse and plate or tne watenoo
jwhat not have been touched by the neonle. have the same implicit con
of
the
in
ndlspenslble
at that time.
Cup club, with $1,000 added money,
magic wand of Roosevelt, and have fidence that they have always had
in America.
dogs, from
are being run. Sixty-fou- r
rotten a hustle on them. There may his"Ifcourse Isandso,sincerity.
OF
STRONGHOLD
IS
LLINOia
be
cannot
there
then
HANDSOMEST
CUSTOMS
that
something
New York to California, and from 1
corner,
dark
some
in
be.
DENOMINATION
BAPTIST
HOUSE IN WORLD Oklahoma to Montana, are entered.
yet hibernating, but the president much room to doubt the result?curry
Carbondale. 111.. Oct. 16. The six
New York, Oct. 16. The contract The coursing ground Is 1,700 feet
'None in the least." We shall
will soon find and root it out. He is
assembly
the
of
annual
by a substantial majority,
time for the completion of New York's long, by 450 feet wide. One thousand
the "Mr. StepUvely" of the govern the house
to risk what Haptlsts of the state of Illinois tooK new custom house expires today, but seasoned South Dakota jack rabbits
ment and carries for the laggard a and I am quite willing
a
was
and
afternoon
place
this
here
as
It will be some considerable time yet are penned and with an enormous
ever reputation I may have
tick of exceeding sharpness.
record one as far as attendance is uefore It will be ready for occupancy. gathering of the sporting fraternity,
prophet upon that prediction.
the
that
It
estimated
is
concerned,
for
How about New YorkT'
Recently Mr. Gilbert, the architect in capital sport Is expected.
Remarkable Root Utterance.
reception committee had over 3,000 charge of the work secured
an addiIn my opinion, Mr. Hughes will
Wplomats, statesmen , and plain
convention
The
after.
look
visitors
to
Mr.
advantage
that
tional appropriation of $450,000 from HOLY NAME SOCIETIES
elected. He has the
wliticlans are still discussipg
as
important
usually
more
was
than
peo
HAVE GRAND PARADE
congress to supply marble in the .inonly comes once In a political life
toot's "ultimatum" to the Cuban
16. The
N. J., Oct.
plasNewark,
ple, handled In the form of a care time he is a new man. lie nas a several subjects of more than usual
building
of
terior
Instead
of
the
to Mr magnetic personality., a captivating passing Interest were discussed, in- ter us originally planned. The main parade of the Holy Name societies of
statement
'
for handling the roiunda will be especially elaborate, Newark and the WeBt Hudson towns
Nicolas Rivero, of Havana, editor of voice, Is a splendid speaker, and a cluding a new plan
of the state. Amongst the vvnen completed the new custom which took place Sunday was the
the Diario de la Marlda, who came to good mixer. And the people believe missions
fWashington for the avowed purpose he has the courage to probe and the reports of the various committees
house will be thu handsomest building largest on record, fully 20,000 people
of Religion,' by Kev. w. of its kind in the world and will have taking part. The parade marched to
if learning the attitude of this gov genius to remedy whatever is wrong were "State
Stewthe new cathedral where a temporary
cost $1,200,000.
ernment toward the future of the in existlne conditions. I cannot see H. Fuller,-o- fby Elgin; "Christian
ardship,"
Rev. J. Y. Atchison, of
altar was erected with a stand for
Cuban republic. This Is what the sec how any combination can beat him. Galesburg:
"Education," by Rev. A. K. RAILROAD INCREASES ITS
speakers.
Many dignitaries of the
ret arv o! state told Editor Rivero:
DuBlois, I h. I., Chicago. During
CAPITAL STOCK LARGELY church working amongst the working- Hearst Causes Anxiety.
"You can be certain that the Unit
proceedings It transpired that the
Chicago, III., Oct. 16. At a meeting men and as a consequence the use of
ed States will not permit chaos and
It is not only fair to say that Mr. he
of the Chicago, Jollet & Kansas City profane language has been consider- disorder to rule In Cuba. The means Sherman does not speak for the en number of Baptist churches in Illinois
ana
Railway company yesterday it was de- ably diminished.
to prevent it in the future must al tire republican party In his conn was 1211 with 78 ministers
ways be determined by the existing dence that Mr. Hutshes will be the local associations. The number of cided to increase the capital stock
and the from $1,000,000 to $12,000,000 of which THREE THOUSAND WORKERS
conditions and with reference to our next covernor of the Empire state children baptised was 313997,401,
IN CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
the $2,000,000 will be preferred. The meetschool enrollment
solemn obligations to the people of Willie" Hearst, as they used to call Sundaymembership
Salesbury. Md., Oct. 16. Upwards
being 132,359 The ing authorized $10,000,000 bonds. The
Cuba."
him In the davs before the Hon. Wil total
people were present today at
The diplomats, the statesmen, the Ham Randolph Hearst arrived, is value of church property is I5.JD1.7Z, increase was sanctioned for the con- of 3,000
opening of the fifteenth annual
plain politicians, and the uban peo oaiiRlnir reniilillran lenders more un and the expenses, exclusive of mis- struction of a new Independent route the
between Chicago and Missouri river convention of the Maryland Christian
pie, no doubt, were awfully glad to eagne88 just now than all the rest of sions 845,0C6.
Union.
The Methodist,
and it was announced that the compa- Kndeavor
Wear from Mr. Root. If they but had the democratic party combined.
PREMIUM STOCK SOLD
y
ny had arranged for
and Protestant and Presbyterian churches
the slightest idea what Mr. Root m
Called by the exigencies of the oc
AT CLOSE OF THE FAIR terminals at Chicago and Kansas City. and the town hall had to be requesl-tionehe caslon forth from the dignified pre
tended thev should understand
Va., Oct. 16. In connec
Richmond.
to seut the visitors the throng
ointment
fly
only
meant, the
in their
cincts of the state department, Sec tion with the Virginia state fair, which GERMAN AMERICAN
During the session,
was so great.
Root
Mr.
'would be removed. But
retary Root Is to take the stump and- was brought to n very successful close
RALLY AT ATLANTA which will last until the eighteenth,
won't tell. Having spoken, the or make at least one speech in New- here tonight, a new feature of much
an elaborate anil varied musical
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 16. The
acle relapses into silence; and not York. Strenuous efforts are making importance was added today. This
society, who planned
will be discussed by local musionly In Washington, but in the chan to secure the president himself as
horses,
by
auction of
was a great sale
of Germans at the cians of repute.
the great
celleries of Europe and Latin Amerl hustings attraction. So far they have cattle,
This
feature
Georgia state fair are to be congratu
and livestock.
a the crvntic experts are at work been unsuccessful, but Mr. Roosevelt was introduced
as it la Intended to luted on their success.
Fully five TIN PLATE MILL
trylnc to solve the riddle. .
mav decide to write a letter, it win make the fair an annual one, and by thousand German
RESUMES PRODUCTION
parts
all
from
of the
in
nowhere
It will be observed that
he remembered that be wrote one t distributing the priee animals through- southern states attended,
Sharon. Pa., (Jet. 16. After a
speeches
de
a
Mr. Root's statemtnt is there
rnntrressman Watson of Indiana, at
Idleness, the American Sheet
the state, purer and better breeds were delivered by prominent Germans,
claration that annexation is impos the beglning of the congressional out
eacn succeeding music and refreshments were provid- ami Tin 1'lats company's continuous
expected
must
be
one
lines,
Reading
between the
sible.
campaign, and the precedents would year. By means of these annual auc- ed, and altogether It was a highly sucmill was opened today. Extenmay read almost anything that suits not bar him from
as much for tions also the breeder, buyer and sell- cessful German day.
sive improvements have been made
a
may
as
It
take
bis fancy, Cubans
n 11
his home state.
additional machinery provided In
er will come Into more regular and
ii'Ultcan orators
threat, or a promise of brighter
In the meantime.
the mill, which is the only continuous
will COURSING MATCHES LAST
result
contact
the
and
intimate,
right
his
Talleyrand
was
In
things. It
In all parts of the country are hold be that Virginia's livestock will be
FOR A FULL MONTH mill owned by the United States cor-Htheory that tho art of diplomacy con- Ing up Mr. Hearst as a
hprlngs, S. D., Oct. 16. Tho poratlon and Is In fact the only one
greater demand
improved
a
and
vastly
meaning
one's
veiling
purpose
of
the
sisted in
for the
purer breeds and better coursing matches arranged by the in the world. The plant will give work
words, then Mr. Root is a past master keeping timid voterB awake o'nlghts. will arisein for
Springs, to about five hundred men.
So far no Mlnnekahta club of Hot
branches.
all
strains
have
we
diplomacy.
true
It is
that
of
good
bragging
deal
of
a
late
been
about the "American school" of di
Will ERECT A SHELTER
to
the
straight
which
went
plomacy,
heart of things and did not equivocate
hut if Mr. Root has a liking for the
TREATING OF I RON OR- Emethods of a Talleyrand or a Metter FORCOL. THOMAS FOR STATEto
obliging
him
no
Is
law
nlch there
HOOD AND DELEGATE
observe American traditions.
ANDREWS.
And there is ever present, of course
doing
may
we
be
possibility
that
the
Col. R. B. Thomas, who Is operating
Mr. Root great injustice, it his state immense deposits in eastern Socorro
ment was Intended to quiet the tur county, is in the city on business. Mr.
bulent patriots to the south of us. It Thomas states that his company will
probably will serve the purpose. They soon begin active operations and will
will be kept so busy trying to figure build a railroad to transport the iron,
out what Mr. Root intended they in Minnprt olfhpr with the Santa Fe
should think he meant that they will or the Rock Island roads, at which f
forget their personal differences. We point of connection they will erect a
"here are two classes of remedies: those of known qual- all have heard of adventurers who es hundred and fifty-to- n
smelter for the
" which at c
caped filling cannibalistic
stomachs manufacture of pig iron. The capital
loaucii wy uciicuiiui 111 t lietl, atllng
Ii' .V
in harmony with nature, when n itureneeds assist
tiecause of the mystery their watches has all been raised and the work will
or bottles of smelling salts presented begin shortly and the lighting of iron
ance ; and another class, composed of preparations of
to the heathen mind. May it not be furnaces in southern New Mexico is
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting tempotrue that Mr. Root in hiB wisdom de an assured fact in the near future.
rarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
vised this puzzle to amuse the mle- Col. Thomas was asked by The Citifunctions unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional of
behaving child rather thaji apply the zen's representative what he thought
..
.
4U
i:
chastenlug rod? Let us accept the of the political situation. He stated
i'. ana, excellence
me iciueuie&ui
Known quality
is the ever
advice which Slgsbee gave when that he was not In politics, but that
pleasant
Syrup
Finsof
- manufactured bv the California
the Maine blew up in Havana harbor he was enthusiastically In favor of
Fig Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
and suspend judgment, at least until statehood, believing It to be the only
plants, known to act most beneficially, in a pleasant syrup,
vlvlsectionlsts
the language
have road to true and permanent prosperity.
done with the Root pronuncemeiito. He also stated that during all of his
in which the wholesome Californian blue fis are used to conCongressman Tawney Predicts.
throughout the territory he
travels
tribute
their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It is the remedy
Two years ago the Hon.
"Jim
that the sentiment was practicof all remedies to sweeten and refresh and cleanse the system
Tawney of Minnesota, now chairman found
ally unanimous in favor of supporting
gently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming consti- of the house committee on appropria Delegate
for
He
:
tions and Speaker Cannon's legisla said, "WeAndrews
Ration and the many i!!s resulting therefrom. Its active prind- JMf-should
make
election
the
of
,(fS:i
tive right hand, predicted that Mis Delegate Andrews unanimous and roll HpC. y I
P,es and quality are known to physicians generally, and the
go republican.
They up an immense majority for Btatehood.
bouiI would
y.:---'-r':
renedy has therefore met with their approval, as well aswith
I
laughed at Tawney, and poked all If we do this I am confident
New
tne f Jvor of many millions of well informed persons who know
Boris of fun at his prognosticating Mexico will be admitted to thatunion
the
optimism. Hut Missouri went repub within a very short period of time, reot tI,.ei.r own Personal knowledge and from actual expe
.
J lean.
r J a' 1 1. .
gardless of what the action In Arizona
is a most excellent laxative remedy. We do not claim that
'J-.main
Well. Tawney is in town again, and may be."
r
an
or
manner
ii wmture
ins, Dut recommend it tor what it really
lias brought his optimism with him.
" I
Ixlieve we will hold every seat we
.t,
it3cins, a laxative remedy or Known quality and excellence,
Mrs. Bambini, at cer parlors. No.
imve in the house now from Mis- - zo west Kauroad avenue, is pre
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character.
imrl." said Mr. Tawney, "and we pared to give thorough scalp treat
There are two classes of purchasers : those who are informed
may sain ne. It Is practically cer- mem, ao nair dressing, tre t corns,
to
as
the
quality of what they buy and the reasonsfor the excellence
tain that we will not lose more than bunions and Ingrowing nalli. 8ht
ui tuuues or exceptional merit, and who do not lack courage to go
one seat anyhow, and the chances are gives massage treatment and manicur
mighty good that we will make a ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
cijcwnere wnen a dealer otters an imitation of any well known
gain of one from that state. Repre- of complexion cream builds up the
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
sentative Do Armond, one of the skin and Improves tho complexion,
and who allow themselves to be imposed upon. They cannot expect
principal democrats in the house, may and is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
its beneficial effects if they do not get the genuine remedy.
not be a member of the next house." Sne also orepares a hair tonic that
To the credit of the drusreists of the United States be it said
Mr. De Armond bad u hard fight cures end prevents dandruff and hair
l. r his seat two years ago. and was falling out; restores life to dead hair;
nearly all of them value their reputation for professional
that
re "leeted by less tluui 1.10U votes. removes moles, warts and superfluous
k integrity and the good will of their customers too highly to offer
The republicans have for tome time hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
imitations of the
tjiiietly expressed the belief that it cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
would be possible this year to retire ah or theje preparations tre purely
9 S
ill's veteran, who has seen continuous vegetable compounds, llavo Just ad'
m rvice since the
con-- h ded a vibrator machine
for treatment
S.iou! Mr. De Armond be de- of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles
manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., and in order
'
', Champ Clark, who has been It U also used for rheumatism, paint
to buy the genuine article and to get its benencial effects,
:
bince the Kifly third congress, aud massage
one has only to note, when purchasing, the full name of
be the lust
ltmnunt of the
theC.mpanv California Fis Svruo Co. plainly printed on the
"Had dyspepbia or indigestion f.ir
ocrailo old mani of Missouri.
' Tie r'.':ng
Minnesota, bis owu years. No appetite, and what
dii!
itoiii ox every package, rrice, 50c per bottle. Dne size on y.JJ
j'-.'will eat distressed Hie terribly.
Y.r. Tawiiev suld: "We
Huri.uk
l a solid republican
delegation, Illood Hitters cured me." J. 11
t).J J republ mis, albo, will elect Walker, Sunbury, Ohio.
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KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
..cciiNG, SUPREME
,
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct.
1906. Rate
$38.05 via Kansas City
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
11
to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
Dates of sale October
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
1906.
Rate $19.75 for round trip. Date of sale October 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1906.
Return limit October 31, 1906.
COLO.,
DENVER,
NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
1906. For above occasion tickets will be sold for one fare
NOV.
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NEBRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and
fare for rouno
trip. Ticket on sale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from
date of sale.
I
CITY, MO,
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS
NOV.
1906. Rate $30.75 for round trip. Tickets on sale Nov. 17.
18, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28. This can be extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit.
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO.
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets will
DECEMBER
be told at rate of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particular and Home
Visitors Cxaurslon, October 19th, to the East.
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ACCOMMODATIONS

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good tor thirty days.

New Mexico
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St. Michael's College
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STOP! LISTEN!
a

TO

Cooper

YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE

640-ac-

J

A

WARMING CLOSET.
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

$29.00
$26.00

ON TIME

GASH

D. EMMONS
J. Tho
Furniture Man
Corner Coal

nd Sfcond

BOTH

PHONES

Have

Become Leading Topic
i

wmr the people have to say
St. Louis, Oct. 15. The most Interest ins feature of the enormous sale
of tlie Cooper preparations, now going
. 1. .
v. ..
I
i
in una ..I... is nnuii l lie- uitrul il l lies
.
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actually accomplishing
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lug the latter part of
would receive hundreds

An

suffering with hi eyes, which were
badly scalded last week by the explo-slo- n
of a blow-o- ff
cock on a locomotive In the Santa Fe shops, was
sent to 1)3 Anneles, where he will
be treated In the company hospital
there.

OF RAIL-

WAY EMPLOYES

NEW RANGES

FOR

SHEEP

TOWNSHIPS ON THE
GRAND CANYON (S) FOREST
RESERVE OPENED FOR WINTER SHEEP RANGE.
The forest strvioe has decided to alThe board of railroad commissi.)!!- era of Kansas has begun totaiini? up low So.oimi head of sheep to lie grazed
the figures turned In by the railroads in townships 27, 28, 29 and 30 north,
of the state within the last two weeks ranges 1, 2. 3 and 4 west, In the Grand
and finds that the railroads employ Canyon (S) forest reserve, an area
in Kansas 40.000 people, and pay out covering twelve townships and one
annually to their employes $22,000,000 tic r of sections along the south boundin wagea. Those are round figures ary of the reserve, during the winter
and are something of an estimate, months. In order to allow sheepmen
for only thirteen of the fifteen rail- - sufficient time to move In the spring or
roads operating in thut state havtfa11 1he KrBzlnS season will conv- mence November 1, 190f, and end
mailo their annual reports.
The exact figures tor the thirteen May 15, 1907. The charge for graiing
railroads are 39,434 employes and will be a flat rate of 5 cents per head.
The grazing grounds thus opened
$21,798,439.63 the amount paid out annually ia wages and salaries.
The are covered with splendid feed, but
highest previous number of employes can be utilized only during the winter
reported was 36.000, showing that the months when there is snow upon the
railroads are employing more people ground on account of the scarcity of
and paying out more money in Kan- water. However, there is no reason
sas than ever before. The Santa Fe why water cannot be developed in
leads ia the number of employes. It time sufficient to graze many more
has its general offices in the state sheep than are now allowed on the
and has the largest shops of any rail- area, and by bo doing reclaim valuable
road In Kansas. The reports show lands for grazing that are now a
that the Santa Fe employs 15,940 waste.
The number of cattle and horses alpeople io Kansas and pays them
annually. The Santa Fe lowed on the reserve Tins been inemploys far more people than any creased to 10,000 head for the coming
other road. The Missouri Pacific Is winter season. There is splendid
second and gives employment to only grazing for 30,000 to 40,000 head of
9,000. The amount paid out in sal- cattle and horses this year, only a
aries by the Missouri Pacific In this small part of which can be utilized
state annually is about $4,500,000, owing to a lack of stock water. The
This figure Includes all the branches forest service has adopted a very lib
of the Missouri Pacific which are op eral poncy relative to trie development or stock water and desire to inerated as independent lines.
The following table shows the terest stockmen.
All applications for grazing on the
amount of salaries paid annually and
the number of people employed by Grand Canyon (S) reserve should le
each of the leading roads of the tiled with the supervisor no later than
November 1 next. Blanks may be sestate:
Santa Fe Salaries., $8,384,593.29, cured of ail rangers or of the forest
supervisor at Flagstaff.
number of employes, 15,940.
Rock Island Salaries, $.1,818,395.-9number of employes, 6.7f5.'
Kansas
Southwestern
Salaries, VERDICT FOR THE
$33,419.93; number of employes. 56.
Kansas City Belt .Salaries. $7,330.-(K- );
UNITED
STATES
number of employes, 14.
Orient Salaries, $t6,376.01 ; number ol employes, 217.
GOVERNMENT RECOVERS
FROM
Leavenworth & Topeka Salaries,
P. J- - CALAN ON ACCOUNT OF
$31,106.61; number of employes, 74.,
FT. BAYARD CONTRACT.
;
Mlsnoarl Pacific Salaries.
number of employes. 8,7ti5.
In the federal court at EI Paso last
Central Branch Salaries, $649,336.-80- ; Saturday
the case of the United States
number of employes, 1,076.
vs. P. J. Calan, the contractor, and
Grand Island Salaries, $196,349.-4- his sureties, W. S.
McCutcheon and
nnn;1r tf employes. 401.
J. B. Badger, was tried by a jury, says
'Frisco
Salaries.
$l,5fi,92G.58; the Times. The verdict of the Jury
number of employes. 2,481. was in
of the government in the
Union Pacific Salaries, $2,372,553,-16- ; sum of favor
$2,424 against Calan, and In
number of employes 3.287.
L.. K. & AV. Salaries, $152,434.02; favor of the defendant sureties, McCutcheon and Badger.
number of employes, 347.
The eult grew out of a contract enTopeka & Northwestern Salaries; tered
into between the United States
SI.72.14; number of employes 11.
and Contractor Calan for constructing
Totals
Salaries,
$21,798,439.53; some additions to
the government
number of employes, 39,434.
sanitarium at Ft. Bayard, N. M. Afm
ter Calan had completed his work
WRECK ON UNITED VERDE
and had been paid by the government
ROAD INJURES BRAKEMAN
it was claimed that the heating plant
Aheut 7:30 o'clock Sunday morn- installed by him was defective and not
ing, as the first train out of Jerome, according to contract.
The governfor Jerome Junction, on the United ment repaired the defects In Uie heatVerde & Pacific railroad, reached a ing plant at a cost of $2,424, and then
cut between the seventeen and eightee- undertook to recover back from Calan
n-mile
posts, the engine and four and his bondsmen. The jury found
cars Jumped the track, partially turn- that tne bondsmen were not liable,
ing over In the cut.
but that Calan was for the amount
The engineer, fireman, passengers that the government had exepnded in
and train crew, with the exception or repairing the defects and returned a
Nail, a brakeman, escaped verdict accordingly.
without injury, outside ,of a shaking
Calan resides at El Paso and Is one
up. Nail's Injuries being so slight, of the best known contractors in the
however, that he was able to walk southwest.
to his residence at Jerome Junction,
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
when the relief train landed the passengers there. Dr, Southworth
BROMO Quinine
of Take LAXATIVE
prescott was summoned, and left on Tablets. Druggists refund money if
the afternoon daylight express foi it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
Jerome Junction, where he attended sigaature is on each box. 25c.
the Injured brakeman. Upon his return the doctor stated that Nail was
injured internally.

IN

SEVERAL

KANSAS

8;

$4.41G,-943.29-

.
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The date for the next hearing in
the light of way case of the Arizona
& Colorado railroad vs. the Denver
& Rio Grande railroad,
which had
been sot for this coming Wednesday,
has been postponed until October 23.
Hefereo K. C. Burke received a tele
gram from one of the attorneys for
the defendant asking that the date be
continued, and it was satisfactory to
the other lawyers interested in the
case. The final session will b,. held
at Aztec,

The Gila Valley. Globe & Northern, of Arizona, which is one of the
Randolph lines, will send $."111,11110 on
a new round house and car simps at
Globe to ri place those destroyed bv
ire. (Exaggerated reports io the effect that the damage done by the fire
Hinounted to $100,0110 were sent out.
The real damage amounted to about
$:: 5,060.
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his stay he
of callers
dally who came simply to th:ink him
for what the preparations had done.
He also stated that, stomach trouble
Is the foundation of a great
many
diseases, and that his New Discovery, as It Is called, would prove very
effective In all cases of rheumatism,
simply by getting the stomach in
working order.
That this prophecy has been ful- niiea can not do douoiert alter a half
nour spent ai me young mans ueau- io mim his can- Hu.. ns. nBirmug
have to say.
A reporter who watched to ascer- tain if possible, some light on the
reasons for the Immensity of Cooper s
success Interviewed about twenty of
his callers yesterday afternoon. The
statements made by those seen indi-cate that physicians who claim that
is merely a passing fad have
not looked into, the facts.
Some of these statements were as
follows: Mrs Anna B. Hampton, ll-vng at 1422 Michigan avenue, upon be- questioned, said:
"I have been troubled with general
debility, weakness, dizziness, head-- j

BAND OF SMUGGLERS
CAPTURED BY OFFICERS

j

1

trouble, for over three years. I had
tried a number of medicines and visited several doctors, but none helped
I heard on all sides of these
me.
. ooikt Kemenies ana neciuea to ir
.
Anyone wno says mar mey
are not wonderful medicines does not
know what they are talking about.
After I used the first bottle I noticed
a decided Improvement. I have taken
three bottles of the New Discovery
and I now feel as , well as ever have
.
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n .1 .nut eir,
ji aan.
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ii.. 1 div
not (lone for years, and I am happier
than I have been for a long time. 1
have come here to thank Mr. Cooper
for what he has done for me,
1if.KJtn V- - ,EL,rn?a11,
t, T"e B,ta!l?
int-iit-

J
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j
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I have suffered with stomach trou- ble and constipation for a year or!
so. When I ate I would have bloated
spells, sour stomach, fermentation,
bad taste in niy mouth. In the morning I was as tired as when I went to
bed. I had a dull pain In the lower
part of my back and had to get up
several times in the night. I have
almost taken one bottle of the New
Discovery and' I am so wonderfully
Improved that I have come down here
to thank Mr. Cooper In person and
obtain more of the medicine."
Another statement was made by
Miss Margaret C.ordan, living at 210
Center st.. who said: "I have been a
sufferer with rheumatism for several
years. I have tried many remedies,
and have been treated by a number
of physicians. Nothlnjr helped ine In
anv wav and I despaired of finding
relief. I was In a general
condition, also, ani had some stomach trouble. I was told by friends of
the Cooper remedies and decided to
try some of them. I purchased some
of the New Discovery medicine, although It took me three hours to do
so. as the crowd was so dense. This
was last Thursday. I was improved
almost Immediately.
"I have continued to take this wonderful medicine and I am now wlth- out a sign of rheumatism. My gen
eral health is also greatly improved
and I have not felt so well for years.
I would not l.ave believed that there
was a medicine on earth that would
do what this has done for me. I am
so much happier that I am very grateful to the man that has made It possible for me to regain my health. He
has the most wonderful medicine that
I know anything about."
Otl er statements taken from those
who had previously used the medicines seem to prove that Cooper's
success throughout
the country is
genuine.
run-dow- n

THE HAGERMAN FARM AT
ROSWELL TO BE SOLD
J. J. Hagerman of Chaves county,
father of Governor Herbert J. Hagerman. has decided to divide the famous South Spring ranch on which
he lives into small tracts and to sell
it to homeseekerB.
The Hagerman
home place of 1,000 acres Is to be re

Tj,e Mexican authorities this morn-er- s
)n? 8W00j)P(i down upon a party of
near Oallarado,
Mexican smugglers
tinging them to Asue Prleta where
,noy have 1)P,,n ,,noed In Jail, says the
niKaa American. Something like
$r,m, WOrt1l of poodg wn)ch had been
Bn,uggied from thig side was found In
,hf.lr poRI,PI,8ioll all of wMch was
flSPatd
jwpn known fop some tlme
u' h
of RInUKgiInfr has
tnal R roat
,1Pen g0ng on Blon(? fh4 )K,rdPr and
,,esplte th fact that , Mexican cus-intom officials have been continually on
iii todav that
th a,prt o tt.ao nf
wpr alle , apprehend any of
tn
the smugglers. It Is stated on good
authority that; more goods Tiave been
going Into Mexico In this manner for
the past few months than has passed
.hrough the cu8tom house,
u , thought the capture of this
w,
smuggling
t a gtop
along the border for a while. Although
this is only one of the several outfits
which have been giving the custom officials a great deai of trouble of late
If ta thnnirtit ltkoltr that thA ttrroat
made 0(laJ wlif have, the effect of
frightening the others to such an ex
tent that It will be some time before
they make their appearance along the
border, as It Is known that tne Mexican iffis.ffllfi tr, mulrlnw o otronnnita
flK"t to tP this sort of traffic,
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Tom
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on lhe nand b a
rattlesnake and for a day or two he
was in pretty bad condition, but was
rescued from what might have proven
fatal results by Dr. Given, who wag
called the same day to attend him,
says tne Sierra County Advocate. It
seems that Tom saw the reptile going
Into a hole and grabbed It by the tall
with the intention of popping Its head
off, but the snake took exceptions to
Tom's rude method of eviction and
gave him a bite that came very near
being fatal.
Hlacer8i wa

CALLED

TO IDAHO BY

FATHER'S 8ERIOUS INJURY
Thos. Fltxslmmons of Maxwell City
received the Intelligence a few days
ago that his father, who lives near
Granger, Idaho, had been dangerously
injured In being thrown from a wagon.
A later telegram announced that his
father was In a very serious condition
and asking him to come at once. Mr.
Fitzslmmons left on the sad mission
Thursday evening .

first-clas-

White House Restaurant and
Lodging House

Mummy.

The maid

and

BAR

at Reduced
Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TiME TO BUY , BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company

IN

The New York Saloon and
Rooming House
315 South Second Street,
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From Depot and Two

Blocks From Postoffice,
P. ZITO, Proprietor.

Rico Hotel and Bar

Corner rirst Strut and Tljira Avenu

000000K004)K3XK
Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

It.
MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns wnd Iroa
Bnlldlnj-i-

liaftlsr.

frosts

.

Ropalrm oh Mining mnd MI Mmchlnory m Kpoelalty
foundry east side of railroad track.
Albtqssrsse.

a

ft
,

m.

.

No. 111 North First Street
DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietors.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Meals From 10 Cents Up.
Lunches
Put Up for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

PIONEEf BAKERY

SCREEN DOORS

Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

BALLING.

WEDDING

CAKES

desire patronage an.1 e guar- - v
ntee first class bni.'Mg.
South First Street,
'"lquerque.

'.Ve
207

W. L. THIMBU. & CO.
LIVERY,

Gcnrat Building
Both Phonei

Third and Marquettt

SALE, FEED AND TRANS-

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREMT
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLE3 ON THE MARKET OF

KILL the COUCH
CURE

THK

J. KORBER

LUNGS

Dr. King's
Now Discovory

ALBUQUCRQUK,

WITH

forC

C0ct$1.00

OUGHSan

Free Trial.

OLDS

PRESCRIPTIONS

Surest and Quickest Cure for ail
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
I111

B

JIIII

II
I

rib
I
u

Dr. 1vllMiim' Indian PI la
will cure Ulind.

Xointmeut

PHlewlin(r and lushing
bPlles. llubBorbHlholumora,

tuaya vne ltcuinR at him, acts
una nmilLti'A. r'vca Idut&nt m.
lief. Dr. Willluum'InrilnnlNleOint.
nient Unrtinarpil for rMlraand ltrh.
lug of ) prlvain purtn.
Kverv box la
vurramed. jiy unu'KiM", nv mini on Tt
"Mpt of price. AO
and SI. 00. WILLIAMS
WANUFACTURING CI.. 1'rop. i.'levaland. OIUoT
FOR SALE BY S. VANN ft SON.
a

LATEST

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

j j

THIRD STREET

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
7.

W.

c.

Rallromd

Avnaa

A, SLEYSTER

INSURANCE,

CO.,

203

Thos. F. Keleher

408

&

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At .Consistent
Prices

Jap-a-la-

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

NKW MBXICO

WE FILL

Pries

0NSUMPTI0N

THE

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
,

AND

SoppHes

Srr.CIALTY.

A

REAL,

ESTATE-NOT-

Moat Market
and Salt Meat
8team 8ausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building-- . North Third Street.
All Kinds of Fresh

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

ARY

PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

with Raaoe

A

'

Mauger.

Office, 11S North

"

First 8L

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Haj,
Grain and FueL
General Repair Shop.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
and Cigars. Place your orders tea
line and gas stoves repaired- this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREVS,
Next to Walton's drug store, Sout
Third street.

L. II, SHOEMAKER

Indian Summer

all year 'round
ia to be

found in home

M.

warmed by

Tho atmosphere remains
pure, balmy

November 15. Uncle Josh.
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
December 10 The Holy City.
December 14 King of Triumphs.
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
December 31 My Wife's Family.

and

0. W. Strong's Sons

evenly--

STRONG BLOCK.

tempered.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and)
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
100 North Broadway, corner of WiA
lnfton avenue, AJbuquergue, N.

HOT WATER. SYSTEM.

the

RANKIN & CO.

So teonomitmt.

mttddmrohltl
tof
Cjlimmttj fnm.

Badly Burned Girl
man or woman, Is quickly

A

or boy,
out of pain if Buckleu's Arnica Salve
Is applied promptly.
G. J. Welch of
Tekonsha, Mich., says: "I use It In
my family for cuts, sores and all
skin Injuries, and find It perfect."
Qulkest pile cure known. Best healing salve made. 25c at all druggists.

arness

CONNECTION.
No. 209 South First Street.
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

Mahara's Minstrels.
My Friend From Ar-

14

AT ALL HOURS

MEALS

AND.

s,

O. BAMBINL

coWps
6.
8.

Vehicles

My merchant tailoring shop Is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed
as I hve had fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
t order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific 1 use will not
injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

For a mild easy action of the bowels a single dose of Doan's Hegulets
is enough. Treatment cures habitual
constipation.
25 cents a box.
Ask
your druggist for them.

November
November
kansas."
November

ocoooooooooooc

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 809 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

er

1
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PLUMBING
STANDARD
AND HEATING CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATi
LOANS.
Automatlo phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bull dins

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Fatrrletr
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

A.

MONUMENTS
201--

N. Second

St. Brta Phenee.

WALKER.
riR
INSURANCE.

Em

Secretary Mutual Building
tlon. Office at 217 West
avenue.
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Karrell bus been appointe,;
trainmaster and chief dispatcher t H
the St. L., K. M. & P. railway at H
Raton. Mr. Karrell comes from Concordia. Kas., where he has held a
H
position with the Rock Island, but prior to that lie was a dispatcher in the S.inta Ke offices In
Raton. His many old friends at H
Raton are glad to welcome li'm tack.
The Williams News says: Knuineer 11
James R. Thompson has asaln been
transferred from the ci' d r Kit at
Arey to Wlnslow. where his family
now resides.
".lint" thinks it is
aUmt time for him to hecotii" acquainted with his wife and little boy,
as he says he has b. en awav from
home almost all summer. The transfer was very welcome.
In
Frank r:Mueitiit,n. u ..
the N,o.eS lanital "for
.lay.)
K
W.

re

-

in St. Louis.

RANGE WITH

FIVE-HOL-

BE ENORMOUS

Preparations

CITIZEN.

apple ortalned, but the big
chard, the spreading alfalfa field?
and the rich farming lands f What
In known as the old Chlsntn nittlf
ranch, are Included In the tmrt of
more than 4.000 acres thus to l. divided. A number of artesian wells
are on the land and there are miles
upon miles of shady avenues of
trees along ditches an,! canals. Says the Ttoswoll Heglster Tri
bune- in a finely Illustrated nrt :!
announcing the decision to subdivide
the farm:
The decision to sell part or the
farm was at rived at after long deliberation by Mr. Hagerman, who bus
put In years of study and many
thousands of dollars in brluuing it
to its high state of cultivation, productiveness
and beauty, lint the
great
benefactor of the Pecos valley
.
not
the
"''J- - "nd
a large
strength to manage
estate One son lives in Colorado
springs, the other is In the executive
mansion at Siinta Fe, and both In
and Mrs. Hagerman think the time
has come to do less work. Naturally they have both come to love the
place, and rather than risk its retro
gression and lease they prefer that it
should be sold to smaller owners, who
will continue the work they have carried ,on ,all these years, individual
ownership assuring the continuation
of the methods whose wisdom has
been amply proven.

SALE CONTINUES

26.00
,1

EVENING

ALBCQUERQUE

1906.

mo

Rallies
,

r

r

mm
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- CICOtOSOxOfOfeot
its Location

J

PEL EN IS

OP ALBUQUKR-QT'N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINK OF TUB SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON ANI) POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
FASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2Lx
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALIJ3YS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL IvAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
PEOPLE: SEVERAL IJVRGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY ISO BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FLOUR WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
TiiT NilA R FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
31 MILES

SOUTH

JOtOoooeootooooooeoe
totono
logototototoeoiosocotoe

COME

Ke0C0e
KoK)0ceeeo)eo

TO BELEN, N.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

P.BS.

WM. M. BERGER,

A Railway

0IS

Center

U
fit

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

m- -

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
WARRANTY
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

ft

n

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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COLD WEATHER SHOES
FOR WOMEN

Utty.
Mr. and Mrs. S.

tle

turned to
Illinois.

CITIZEN.

Bishop David H. Moore, who presided over the fpnnlsh mission conference of the Methodist Episcopal
church here last wet k, left this morning for Koswell, where he will preside
at the-- icngllsh mission conference at
Koswell this morning. He was acom-panlby Rev. Rollins, pastor of the
Avenue Methodist church. They
l.id
will be met '. Torrance by Rev. A. P.
Morrison, the missionary superintendent, and Irom Torrance the party will
continue to Roswell on tho automobile route.
A recently announced organization Is
that of the "White Sweaters." It con
sists of a number of select spirits
whose aim it is to murder time in any
ugrcejhle manner which may from
day tt day suggest itself. The officers
are Vv. 11. Pratt, president; Charllo
Benjamin, vice president; Archie Mc- orquedalo. secretary and treasurer
The following committee has betn ap
pointed to prepare a constitution and
Fred Siceel, Walter Dickey
and Klwood AlbrlRht. W. Breen and
C. Qulckel have been selected as floor
directors and will officiate at the first
which
function of the organization,
win be given on Friday night at the
lent Skating rink.
The lecture by Bishop David H.
Moore last night at the Lead Avenue
Methodist church was listened to by
a large and appreciative audience. The
entertainment was more In the nature
of a description of BiHhop Moore's
experiences In the Orient than a set
lecture, the subject as announced
really occupying a very small portion
of the talk. In dealing with the Boxer
uprising in China, together with his
Journeys into the interior of the Flow-cr- y
Kingdom, and his experience in
Korea and Japan the Bishop was at
times quite realistic, as a result of
wnich his audience at the close of the
entertainment left the house with a
more perfect, understanding
of the
ccuatrles anil peoples whom he dis
cussed than they had In most enses
prevlousely possessed.

TUESDAY,

TO WHOM

IT

.1. llonsiill have recity from Missouri and

OCTOBER

16,

1t

A BRAN NEW

CONCERN:

MAY

ed

Andrew strkler, a prominent merchant oi l.os Lunns, U In the city.
It. K. Vrsso Is among the tlsltors
Iron! i.ns Vega wl:o are In tho Duke

m

EVENING

Boys' Clothing Store

We are prepared to sup
ply the music trade of
this city and the territor- ies of New Mexico and
Arizbna. May we not
be favored with your
patronage?

THAT'S WHAT IT PRACTICALLY AMOUNTS TO.
LAST SUMMER WE SOLD OUT OUR ENTIRE LINE
OF BOYS' AND YOUTHS' SUITS. PREPARATORY TO
ENLARGING THE DEPARTMENT AND THE BUYING
OF A BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE STOCK
FROM A NEW YORK HOUSE.

Ai. R. Williams of I.s Veens, arrived ln.st nlKht to take In the Masonic meetings.
known contracto. a.. Sundt,
tor of the Meadow City, Is among the
They took dressy, wear splenRespectfully Yours,
They are havy enough lo keep
guests nt the Alvarado.
of
Any
feel
these
didly,
easy.
without
dry
and
warm
was
your feet
A regular review of Alamo Hive
held flt Odd Fellows' iiall at 2:30 o'styles are extra swell.
&
being stiff and clumsy.
The Entire New Line is now on sale and emclock this afternoon.
t,ol. VV. S. Hopewell, afier completbraces the choicest goods which could be
206 West Gold Avenue
ing Important business I.i Chicago,
$4.00
has returned to this city.
Patent Kid Button, Swing Toe, Extension Sole
purchased in New York City
$3.00 to $3.50
J. O. Murphy came down from Ias
latent Kid Button or Lace Extension Sole
a
night
business
and
Vegas
for
last
to
5.00
3.50
Patent Kid Lace orp Button, Turn Sole
pleasure visit in Albuquerque.
PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE
W. M. Smith and wife of Trinidad
are registered at the Alvarado. Mr.
IF YOU OBJECT TO PATENT KID THE FOL-LOWIN- G
DISPLAY
OF BOYS' RUSSIAN SUITS WITH KNICK
&
W.
Smith is connected with the Santa Fe
railway.
ERBOCKER
TROUSERS AGES 6 TO 16.
PRICES
Wholaaala and Ratall
GRADES WILL PLEASE YOU:
Mrs. Mason, the actress, duughUr
RANGE FROM $4.50 TO $8.00.
of Mrs. Meyers, arrived today on the
$3.50
BOYS'
llyer from Colorado, nnd will remain
SUITS,
Sorotn Shoe, Vici Kid or Box Calf
a short time.
$6.50
Best American Block
Utz & Dunn's and E. P. Reeds Vici Kid or Box Calf Shoes 2.75 to 3.50
TO
$3.50
$7.00.
8.50
Hard Nut Coal
Mrs. Martin Tlerney and son, John,
to 2.50
Brown's Vici Kid or Dongola Shoes
9.50
Larger Sizes
returned last night from a visit of sevYOUTHS'
SUITS, 14 TO 20 YEARS, $8.00
,
6.00
Domestic Gas Coke
eral weeks with Mr. and Mrs. James
TO $27.00.
$2.25
Green Mill Wood, per load
Tlerney at Los Angeles.
2.75
Dry Mill Wood, per load
The Midland Opera Quintette from
3.UU
Factory Blocks, per loaa
Des Moines, Iowa, arrived this mornSAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
ing on the California Limited and are
Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
registered at the Sturges hotel.
in All Sizes.
The rYaternal Order of Eagles will
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
tonight
hall
Auto. 416
280
for
In
Men's
Red
meet
Phones
Black,
grocery store, are aure to bring the
Avenue Clothier
transaction of Important business.
right flavor to all dishes into which. the
All members are requested to be pres- You
will
KREAM
KRACK
pair
Ask
a
of
JAFFA'S
rubbers
for
need
they enter. This is because we
some of these days
wf want you BREAD and take no other.
ways procure toe best manufactured,
james O. McNary, editor of the Las o remember that weand
have a full line
reVegas Optic, will spend the day in of sb.es for men, women and children.
e find out first what brands are
liable and personally guarantee them. the metropolis. He arrived In the city Reliable quality and reasonable prices,
last night, and will return nortn this C. May's shoe store, 314 West Rail
evening.
We
road avenue.
Mrs. Montague Stevens, at No. 315
CASH PAID FOR LARGE AND
West Lead avenue, who has been ill
the past two weeks, la convalescing SMALL GRAIN SACKS. E, W. FEE.
SOUTH FIRST STREET.
and will be in full health again, it is
hoped uy friends, in a few days.
isos. 118 and 12t) South Second street.
Stops itching
instantly.
Cures
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Hall, who have piles, eczema,
rheum, tetter, itch
been visiting friends and relatives in hives, herpes, salt
scabies Doan's Oint
Minnesota und Wisconsin rehired on ment. At any drug
store.
will go to
yesterday
limited
and
the
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICfKOX.
their home at Hollywood, Cal., In a
Ask for JAFFm-KRACK KREAf
few days.
BREAD and take no other.
Tiis Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History
hon. Nicholas Galles, the banker of
YOUR CHtull 13 UUOD WITH E
Las Cruces, Is in the city, stopping MAH
ARAN, 516 WEST RAILROAD
over from a business visit to eastern CLOTHE
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
YOUR FAMILY
FOR $1
cities, and is spending the day with PER WEEK.
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of in order to make
his brotner, L. W. Galles. He will
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY, WATCHES, STERLING
continue south to Las Cruces tonight
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC, ever offered to the good people
You need a pair of our Comfort
of Albuquerque.
Hon. Charles F. Easley, a big gun in slippers in order to enjoy your even
the democratic campaign, is here from ings at home to their fullest extent
Hiokox-Maynar- d
Santa r e, attending the sessions of the Kid or felt uppers In red, black, green
Grand Lodge of Masons. H. F. Ste or brown, with fur trimmings or
vens nnd K. H, Hanna, elso from San plain. All sizes for men. women and
115-11- 7
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
ta r e, are in attendance,
children. Prices run from tide to
COLORADO PHONE 74
Band In Your Watch tor Rapalra
AUTOMATIC RHONE B4B
Last night at the parsonage of the $1.50. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
Ltad Avenue Methodist Episcopal West Railroad avenue.
SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
o
church, Kev. Rollins Joined in mar
THE MAZE
riage John Wall and Miss Bessie Fisher. The bride had just arrived from
(Cc
Chicago. Mr. Vv all is an employe of Stove pipe wire,perper roll
oil cloth,
25c
yard
Floor
the American lumber mills.
70c
IVb yd.' square oil cloth rug
Betroneous Cesser Field . so" of Stove alncs
COc,
80c
50c,
Charles Field, caterer for the
f 1.3
Sheet Iron heaters
querque lodge No. 463, li. 1'. O. E. Coal hods
25c
'and Lela Field, died this morning Fire shovels
5c to 25c
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
aged eleven months. The funeral wag Gasoline stoves
J3.00
held thJs afternoon at 4 o'clock under
$2.00
coal oil stove
the sunervlslon of A. A. Borders
We have Bpeclal arrangements for
A letter received in fhe city give the lecelvlng fresh eggs.
Yon can al
information that Mr. and Mrs. W. H ways depend on them. Today's price
Hume of San Rafael. Valencia county. 30c. No higher than ordinary case
M are revelling in the smiles of a bounc
eggs and a whole lot better.
ing baby boy. who put in his appear
THE MAZE
ance the other evening. This is the
' Wm. Kieke, Pronr.
tlrst American baby to havo been
' born in
HARDWARE.
San Rafael.
FOR RENT Residence. 709 West
Miss Bessie Baldrldge has returned Gold Avenue. Apply
mornings on
to the city from Denver, where she premises, or to Mrs. Dr. John
Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
had been in attendance on her father, Pearce, 718 West Railroad avenue
J. C .Baldrldge, who has been seriousRound Oak, National and
SADDLES
PUBLIC AUCTION.
ly 111 with typhoid fever at the St.
$4,000 8ALE.
Anthony hospital for the past two
Heating Stoves.
CHINA
ALL GOES IN A LUMP.
months. Miss Baldrldge reports her
ri father
improving rapidly, and that he
I will postively sell at public auction
GLASSWARE
will return home in about two weeks.
uctober mh at Z o clock p. m., snarp
COAL HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Price of Socorro announce tho engagement of their without reserve, to the highest and
PLUMBING
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING
daughter. Miss Lena, to Alexander J. best bidder, the following real estate
belonging to A.
Davis. The young lady is well known and personal property
at 923 South Second
in this city, and is a sister of Mrs. Bratlna, located
street, Albuquerque, N. M.: Lots It
has
B.
whom
with
she
Leon
btern,
M
visited on many occasions. Mr. Davis and 12 In block 2, of the Baca addiis a popular young gentleman of So- tion, with all Improvements thereon,
corro county, and now holds the re- Including store, barn, sheds and four
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
sponsible position of .superintendent rooms, also a large stock of generel
furnishings
merchandise, fixtures and
of the Kelly mines.
AftoU: Winchester Arms and Ammunition,
PLUMBERS AND
OOC - WAH
JACK
is
The funeral of the late Ana Sais, of store. The reason for this sale
Hercules Powder and High Explosives.
away
going
TINNERS
Mr. Bratlna Is ill and
the il- - year old daughter of Mr. and that
to
Mrs. Victor Sais, was held this morn- for a rest. A chance of a lifetime
GO.
a good
113, 119, 117. mouth rirat Btraat
ing at tf o'clock from the church of buy two lots, buildings and
New Mexico
401. 403. North rirat Btraat
the Immaculate Conception. Much established business at your own
price.
Satisfactory terms can be made
throughout
sympathy is manifested
purchaser. PerFourth and Railroad Avenue
the community with the- stricken fam- with any responslbe
Abstract and
ily who have lost four children as fect title guaranteed.
a result of tuberculosis In the last warranty deed given. Inspect property any time between now and 17th
eight months.
people of October.
A number of Albuquerque
tickets bought, solo Highland Rooming House
THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
II. S. KNIGHT.
are preparing to take advantage of
THE
Auctioneer. (
BAK BROOK BROB., Prop.
MRS. M. E. HEINDL, Prop.
the special rates offered. oy the Santa
LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLE
Fe In connection with ih.j Frontier
PRIZE COUPLE"sKATING
CONSADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
Transactions
,JUST ACROSS THE RAILROAD
Day celebration at Winslow, Arizona. TEST AT
THE TENT RINK TO- The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
Cuaranfad . TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
The affair logins tomorrow and con- NIGHT.
GENTLEAND
LADIES'
at special rates on week 'days.
tinues until Saturday and a very MEN'S
AS Auto Phone 604.
1 18 W. R.R.Ave,
WHITE
SWEATER
RAILROAD AVE.
No. 112 John SL RQSEKFIEID'S.
by the
pleasant time is promised
New Building. New Furniture, Steam
PRIZE.
manager who has provided an elaborHeat and Everything Connected
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FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADDiamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, "BlWerware. We Invite
ate program of nports and amuseThe Woman's Exchange is the only
With the Place Brand New.
BEER
ROOT
COLD
FEE'S GOOD
AT WALTON'S DRUG
ments, 't he celebration has been
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
place In the city, where you can al- CANDIES,
STORE.
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
DRUG
WALTON'S
AT
STORE.
ways buy
advertised.
d
goods. Try our
pies baked on paprus pie plats. Woman's Exchange, 401 West Railroad
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Learnard

Lindemann

H. HAHN

CO.

j

Coal and Coke

DOUBLE-BREASTE-

M7 STERN,
The Railroad

See Our Coal Saving Heaters--

F. F. TROTTER

602-60-

4

Carry a Large Line of

Air Tight Hot Blast Heaters, Round
Oak Heaters, Square and Round
Wood Heaters, Steel Ranges, with
reservoirs, from $18.00 up.

Co.

The

NORTH FIRST STREET

Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
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GO.

HARDWARE
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the best goods at the lowest prices

HARNESS

Peninsular

TINNINtf

8
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WHITNEY COMPANY,
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ALBUQUERQUE

EVERITT
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HARDWARE

n.R JoJXc.

Palace

Diamond
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Albuquerque,

E

home-cooke-

rfa

o Not

avenue,

This!-- .

Over-loo- k
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HAT in these days of progress the extreme of style
is as caret ully looked after and supplied by our
Stein-Bloc- h
tailors as are the conservative and the
medium models. If you seek an extra inch on your
sack, or a hand's breadth wider flare on your own coat
skirt, we can have it for you ready at hand and fitting
with the distinction that comes from highly developed
tailoring.

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
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Hardware, Stoves and Tinware
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4
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Lach Garment Worth More Than We Havo Priced It.
Gold

SOLOMON

4

$20, $22.50, $25 and $27.
f 19

MclNTOSH, President

4

Men's Overcoats $10, $12.50, $15.00, $16.50, $18,

Wet

ILLIAM

Mcintosh Hardware Company

APPLES WITH NO SEEDl NO
CORE! TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.
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